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ALBUQUEKQUE, NEW MEXICO. WEDNESDAY EVENING, APK1L 10, 1907.
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CAUGHT WITH THEIR CLOTHES OFF

BARR STAT10NX MURDER

Ji

1

MYSTERY IS SOLVED
BV TELLTALE LETTER

h

THAW'S CASE TO STANDARD OIL'S

1
3

Tne averting Citiien, m Advanee, a
Delivered by Cifrttfi, to Him per month.

JURY THIS

ONE SMALL

EVENING

CONFIDING PUBLIC

VICTORY

Jerome Closed His Address Court Rules That It May Es
at 3:48 This Afternoon
tablish the Purity of

Man's Name Was Banuelas and He
Came From Jerome, Arizona-Thiev- es
Strip Remains of Valuables. Then
Placed Body on Track.

to Crowded House.

Us Intentions.

SAID TO HAVE BEEN A

USUAL

MAGNIFICENT EFFORT
ENGINEER

RHEADER

As the result of the work of several
po.Santa Fe detectives and the local
lice force, the officers late yesterday
solved
afternoon. Mated that they had

Discred t d Evelyn and Ridiculed President Lo
Goes From Baltithe Doctrine of the Unwritten
more and Ohio to Delaware
Law In This Case.
and Hudson.

San-

New York, April 10. It was District Attorney Jerome's turn in the
Thaw case today.
In summing up
the prosecution's case against Harry
K. Thaw, Jerome disclaimed all Intention of entering Into any oratorical
contest with Delmas, but It Is seldom
that an address more powerful, more
subtle, ox more logical has been
heard In any court room.
From
cold logic he passed to biting sarcasm and then invective, with here
and there a touch of pathos. He had
the closest attention of the jurors and
spectators, including the Thaw fam-

throttle of the engine that mangled
the remains of Banuelas beyond rec- ognition, nays that when the headlight of his engine flashed upon the
body lying across the track at Barr,
he Immediately applied all the air
the brakes would stand, but the velocity of the train was so great that it
carried the engine over the body at
a violent speed. The engine lurched
but a very little as It struck the body
and he heurd fragments of flesh and
bone striking the cab. There Is no
doubt in his mind that the body was
lifeless when hit by the engine, but

the my9tery surrounding the finding
on
of the body of an unknown man staIiarr
the Santa Fe trucks nearmangled
by
tion, which was terribly
No. 8.
the wheels of passenger train
They say the man s name was
age
Ranuelan, a laborer of middle
and n resident of Mexico. Robbery
was the motive for the crime. o clock
Three men arrested at 8:30 station
Fe
last night at the Santa
Jail had not been so long.
here are now held in the countysomeOn closer examination. Undertaker
..n suspicion that they know
Strong found last night that it Is
thing about the murder.
hardly possible that the cut across
The officers now say they may
neck of the corpse could have
prove that F. S. Warner, whoseby body the
the ben made by a knife. It was too
was found near Rio Puerco
deep and too wide to have been made
crew of the same train a short time
a knife or razor. Banuelas was
before, the finding of Banuelas, was by
murdered In some other way. He
also the victim of foul play.
may
have been shot or killed by a
A bundle, of letters found hidden
stone s stab In the heart, or he may have
beneath a clod of dirt within a all
this been beat Into insensibility, the body
throw of Barr station, reveals
of its valuables and then
e
evidence. The letters were stripped
who placed on the track. This last theory
found bv a freight conductor,special
given more credit had not
be
would
turned the packet over to a
was Knglneer Kheader felt quite certain
officer of the Santa Fe. One
body
was lifeless when his
Jerome, that the
written by a man working at
to his engine hit it.
who gave Banuelas $20 to give
Tho
Arrest.
dated
wife in Mexico. This letter was
The arrest of the three men was
April 4, and was written In Spanish.
due to Officer Babbett and Night De
The finding of this letter strengthens
It pot Master W. 8.
Fields.
Fields
the theory that the man Into nowhom
ordiwas standing near the ticket window,
was trusted met death
theory,
the
when the three men walked in with
nary way. Following his
that Banuelas a party of other natives, all en route
authorities ascertained
from
Journey
on
to Li Paso, and purchased tickets.
his
companions
had
Jerome here, and that these compan- After securing their tickets the susions were two brothers namedall na- pects walked out on the promenade
and began talking in 8 panlsh to anand one Pedro Chaves,
Banuelas, other native, who was going to some
tives of Mexico, and like
on a f.hen vamps west of hen.
laborers who had been wooing
After
trying to buy his pass, they began
railroad rear Jerome. Still following
menby
letter
the
talking about other things, and in
tho clew suggested
tioning the $20, the authorities sought cidentally mentioned the accident at
these companions of the dead man Barr.
As Felds understands Spanish fairly
and arrested them.
All three were found at the local well, he was able to follow their talk,
evening,
early
last
station
Santa Fe
when the accident was mentiontrio and
ed, he became alert, straining his eurs
and bv 9 o'clock the suspectedcounty
were lodged in the Bernalillo
to catch each word, and finally heurd
jail
Before placing them in their one of the three men say that they
cells, Tho. McMillin, chief of police, were at the east switch when the
Hines put body was struck, just about ten minand Deputy Sheriff Fred through
a utes' walk this side of
the suspected murderers
the west
sweating. It brought forth no con- switch, where the train struck the
fully
the
more
fession, but confirmed
body.
men
The
talking
continued
belief of the police that the men and one of them said that they were
knew something of the crime.
j from Jerome,
while another said that
i in searching
the suspects, the au- iney nau rumen
in a Dox car, and in
thorities found considerable money.
few
a
minutes
each contradicted the
This fact further strengthens suspic- other.
Keeping
Ills eye upon the
ion against them.
men, Fields found Otlicer Babbett and
How Ho Was Killed.
two ottlcers placed the suspects under
Kngineer Rheader, who was at the arrest as suspicious characters.
Contradictory Statements.
When questioned the men made
FAMO! S VArUKVlM.K ARTIST
several contradictory statements, but
MAY IAK'ATK HF.RK still said that they left Jerome on
April 6. walking, and had arrived
Special to The Kvening Citizen.
here Tuesday afternoon.
The distance is nearly 600 miles.
Santa Fe, N. M., April 10.
e
Judge Craig was undecided this
e I. A. Macpherson, "Vaudeville
Danny." and H. B. Hening, 4 morning whether to hold an inquest
now or not, but he will probably do
4 "Friday, the Mudslinger." left
yesterday, after having given the
so If the railroad decides to prosebest performance In their line e cute the Mexicans.
was
seen.
It
ever
4 this city has
According to a story told at the
with real regret that the people
Santa Fe depot, William Thomas, a
for
4 of Santa Fo saw them go they
freight conductor, saw two natives
the class of entertainment
near Barr yesterday morning, walking
gave; conies here seldom and
towards this city, and when he acappreciated. 4 cused
4 was thoroughly
them of murdering the un4 While it was a benefit perform- known Mexican, they stoutly denied
the Albuquerque e the charge.
mice, to aid
4 Morning War Cry, it was never 4
Was Man Murdered'.'
4 thcles first class and humor
A Santa Fe oflh-la- l
4 abounded Macpherson and his 4
said yesterday
that he lelievud that F. S. Werner,
of trained monkeys which
4 trope
In- - proposes to make a feature
4 the bricklayer, found at Klo Puerco,
4 of the coming season. will 4 whose card was Issued at Oklahoma
City, Oklu., but who lived at Coffey-vill4 probably not be seen in this
e city according to the announce- - 4
Kan., was also murdered,
as
art4 meat made by the vadueville
the position of the body when found
exAlthough
1st
night.
he
last
4
indicated foul play.
He said that
4 pects the monkeys to make a
the man was found lying fin his
e bit they will only serve to set 4 stomach. Willi his hands to his face,
4 off his own work and act as a 4 as if to ward oft blows,
and to
4 background for some extremely e strengthen this theory the hands of
funny stunts he has up his 4 Werner were bruised and lucerated,
e sleeve, ileiiing. contrary to re- and a long wound or cut extended
pints, will not leave the vuude- - 4 across the face from cheek to cheek.
stage
signing
4
with
e ville
since
Whether this version Is true or not,
the bureau of immigration com- cannot be verified, but the abrasion
4 pany for two years, but will de- - 4 on the head and over one eye of
e vote much of his time to his 4 Werner In a way bears out the of4 chosen profession, the bureau,
ficial's story. He said
the body
it is said, having agreed to stand 4 was found about thirtythat
feet from a
4 good for any additional expense. 4 little bridge near Itio l'uerco.
When your representative called 4 Fe detectives are working uponSanta
the
4 to see Macpherson last evening 4 case today.
before his departure, the great 4
e vaudeville artist wa.s busy wash- - 4
4 ing out a shirt, which had be- - 4
In 4 JOHN
begrimed
4 come somewhat
KEBLER SLOWLY
being parked in a grip with a 4
4 copy of the War Cry. His sec- - e
retarv. however, stated that Mr. 4
4 Macpherson was greatly pleased, 4
4 with the reception given him 4
here and with the gate receipts 4
4 which were good though lint
as large as he expected. The
4 vaudeville artist was somewhat
put out in not securing an en- 4 gagement with the bureau of Im- Trinidad, Colo.. April 10. John T.
4 migration company but il was 4
Kebler. general manager of the Colo4 stated that he still had hopes of
rado Fuel &. Iron company in Dena better thing In the comedy re- 6 form line, later on if his present 4 ver, who has been confined to his
4 plans do not miscarry. What his 4 roum in the Columbian
hotel, this
would 4 city, since Thursday last, suffering
4 plans lire the secretary
e from ptomaine poisoning, caused by
e not state.
"Yoj may just say for Mr. e eating canned salmon at Terclo, Is
slowly recovering.
Macpherson, however, that while
The following
statement was given out by Dr. For-hahe does not object to philanthro- t I'hy
now and then he will riot
company
the
physician here,
, continue in the vaudeville bu.-rt-who is attending him:
"Mr. Kebler is now mt of dangr:-ane nesi for his health," was the e
way
secretary put
road to recovery.
He
. Mr.theHening Is quoted asit. saying 4 his isbeenon the
able to take nourishment
th.it he thinks he will like New e since Sunday night. His diet, how, M, xii-- very much as soon us he e ever, has been restricted to light
with the terri- - 4 food.
This is his fourth day and
, j. i!s, acquainted
which he expects
to do e were It not for his weak condition,
,
the bureau of immigra- due to the action of the polhon, he
tii'a He may locale in New 4 would be able to get up.
The danger point Is past and I do not
apprehend any new developments "
Rod-riqu-

Election now is over, and Uie legislature, too;
lun and his littlo Friday have nothing much to do.
"(M, in," called the reformers; 'tlio water feels Just lino
. Don't let the dear old iieoplc sec us give you the high sign.
The shore Is nice and sand), but the hotumi's full of slime;
You'll liaf tu tread tli' water pretty lively all tlte time"
Dan ami lYiday donVd reform togs left thent napping In Uie bruexe
And waded in tho swimming pool, the mud up to tlieir kneee.
Hut the detir, confiding public come and Htit down on tlio bank;
Poor Dan anil little Friday had a (It and almost sunk.
"1 wish we hud them raiments luuiging liaek there on them trees."
Said Dan to little IVIday: "I'm so cold I'm 'frald 111 sneeae."
Utile Friday shivered as he said, "Me, too I'm ulmost froze;
"It looks to me, Dun, like we've lxuh been caught without our clothes."
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Chicago, April 10. A victory fnr
the defense was secured today in ths.
trial of the standard OH company,
when Judge tiandis. In the United
Stales district court, announced that
the Standard Oil may produce evidence showing that the company 41
not Intend to violate the law in acceptance of unlawful rates.
The court also declared
that sv
shipper does not need to go further
than a railroad station fo learn t
legal rate.
The attorneys for the defense main
talned that the Standard OH did not
ily.
"knowingly and willfully" accent mm
His defense of Stanford
White, unlawful rate from the Chicago
whose spirit he said seemed to be Alton railroad.
hovering In the court room, begging
to be heard before it was blackened RAD ACXTDKNT OCCURS
forever, was uttered with impresslve-nes- s
IN FAR 1IAST VERMONT.
and with tears in his eyes.
Hardwick. Vt., April 10. One par-so- u
The luncheon recess was ordered
was killed
fifteen wer Inat 1 o'clock and 2:14 Jerome resum- jured In a wreck and
on the St. Johnsbury
ed. He may conclude In time for & Lake Cham plain railroad, two
Justice Fitzgerald to charge the Jury miles east of this town, today.
Tho
today.
entire westbound passenger train,
Wandering in Hoinance liiids.
rent the locomotive, plunged down a
All previous crowds were Insignifi- forty-foembankment.
cant compared to that which stormed
the court room doors this morning
Similar Calamity In Far WunC
In an effort to hear Jerome sum up
Pendleton. Ore., April 10.
the state's case against Thaw.
O., R. A N. train wsur
The
court did not convene until 11:30 a. wrecked this morning In the Umam., and 'the room was taxed to its tilla river bottom, near Cayuse, about'
capacity when Jerome arose to ad- fifteen miles east
if here.
Two
tramps were killed.
dress the Jury.
Fifteen pasbegan
by
sengers
telling
He
were hurt.
tho Jury they
had been wandering through fields
HUDSON CJKTS
of romance for two days.
He said RFXAWARF,
I'RFSIDI'.NT FROM R.
O.
the case on trial was not one of rape,
New
York, April' 10: U F. Ixiree
but of murder.
An appeal to the
sympathy and passion of the Jury was has been elected president of tha
a broad departure from the duty ot Delaware & Hudson in place of Davtil
Loree had been
the counsel.
There could, he said, Wilcox, resigned.
Ohio
be but one of four verdicts murder president of the ltaltimore
In the first degree, murder In the sec- and chairman of the board of directors
City
ot
Kansas
Southern.
ond degree, manslaughter,
the
or "not
se
guilty
of lnsarlly."
. ltcjocl Dementia Americana.
to
Jerome referred sarcastically
CHIN A .IAN
"dementia Americana," with which ANOTHER
Delmas had said Thaw was suffering,
asking It It was the higher law under
which a man may flaunt a woman
through the capitals of Kuropo for
two years as his mistress and then
kill his predecessor. He warned the
jury that it would be a violation of
their oath to consider "dementia
Americana," declaring that it has no
status on the Atlantic seaboard.
Jerome made a fiery attack on
Kvelyn. referring to her sarcastically
Teany Wing Wong, a full blood
as the "angel child," saying she seem- (iilnaiioui.
of Ios Angeles, Cut, ana
ed always ready to go to the "human pretty Miss Callle
Felber Ktorts, whi
ogre who had strlppe.il her of her vir- said
her home was also In lAtu Antue."
geles, were married at the court
White's Pleading Spirit.
house this morning shortly after
Jerome said that the voice of the o'clock
by Justice of the Fence Joaa
murdered Stanford White was crying
and will leave tonight for
out to him. "Can't you say one word Los Romero
Angeles.
The Chinamun was 14
for me? Must I go down to tho tire years old and the girl
gave
axe
of hell unheard, undefended?" The as '11 years. They secured her
a marattorney
district
denounced Kvelyn's riage license of the probute clerk.
story as false.
The Chinaman could riot talk enough,
Attacks Uie Young Woman.
Kngllsh to make the clerk underThis afternoon Jerome took up the stand what he wanted and the frlrl
character of Kvelyn Thaw. He said gave the necessary Information for
her dairy was the key to the whole tilling out the marriage application.
story. Jerome said the police deliv- The strange couple then went downered the dairy to him the night be- stairs where the justice of the peace
fore he put it In evidence. Il did was waiting ami had the nuptial knot
not come from Kvelyn's mother.
tied in tile shortest possible time. The
Kvery Day Tenderloin.
bride kissed her Mongolian sweetJerome said: "This Is simply the heart. After Mr. and Mrs. Teany
common, vulgar, every-datender- Wing Wong left the court house, all
loin
to trace of them disappeared and during
He referred
homicide."
Thaw's much discussed letters to At- the day they were not seen. It 1m
torney Ijongftilow as "the erratic and
they left on the Hist trHin
vulgar productions of a rich Illiterwest. The Chinaman said he was
ate."
born In San Francisco.
He wore
Juilgn Will Charge Jury Today.
American clothes of stylish make.
FitzgerThis is a similar case to that of
Jerome finished at 3:4X.
ald ordered recess until 4:15 before Frank Chew, alias Yang Yee, who In
beginning his charge to the Jury.
this city two months ago married a
pretty California girl, who is now en
route to China as a steerage passenger, accompanying her deported hsur-hato China. A year ago a Kan
LOOK FOR YOUR NAME
Francisco Chinese merchant claimed
an American bride In Albuquerque.
.

tell-tal-

:

KIILELUND WOUNDED

SAYS MAN ON TRACK WAS LIFELESS

Suspects Arrested at 8:30 O'clock Last Night at Local
ta Fe Station by Depot Master Fields
and Patrolman Babbett.
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DAILVUST OF

r

SAID SLICKSCAMPFCCLSGE- - JOSEPH PULITZER GIVES

TMlffi

10

AFFECT FULLY

TECTIVES

Ai

SAILS

TWO BIRTHDAY

FOR EUROPE

be-an-

.

BRIDE

The Nine Men on a Lost Naval Sold Government Land and Sixty Years Old Today and
Coal Barge Landed In
Gave Bogus Deeds-Ru- ef
Dined His staffs in New
Galveston.
Is Given More Liberty.
York and St. Louis.
MUTINEERS IN SAPPEK
RECEIVER ASKED FOR
BATTALION ALL PUNISHED
UNCLE SAM OIL COMPANY

AN AGED DAUGHTER OF
REBEKAH PASSES AWAY

London. April 10. Dr. Kennard,
commissioner
of the Society of
Friends, who was sent to investigate
the Russian famine, writing from
Saninra, in the heart of the famine
district, under date of April 3rd,
to the United States and tlreat
Britain to promptly send help
He says; "There
are 20,000,000
people distributed In the southeastern
provinces of Uussia who, without aid,
cannot live to see another harvest"
In Samara alone, he adds, thousands are dying and 760,000 are starving,
of the latter 372,000 are getting the relief of dole of one meal In
4
2
hours.

New York. April 10. In eclebra
tion of his sixtieth birthday, Joseph
I'ulltzer. proprietor of the New York
World and the St. Ixiuis Post-Dl- s
patch, will give a dinner tonight In
this city and St. Ixiuis tu the execu

ap-pta- ls

ox

coai, iiakgk
bv (.kumans

Iost
ark kkscrkd

mi:n

Washington, April 10. The nine
men who were on coal barge No. 1,
which was lost In a storm off the
Florida coasts April 1, while being
towed by the naval collier Caesar,
have been landed at Galveston. They
were taken off the barge by the German steamer. Professor Woermann,
off the Florida coast.
It ASKHAMi

SI . AM IN H AS

opkm:i in
Atlanta, ia., April 10.thkThesoith.
sched-

ule adopted by the Southern baseball
league calls for 140 games for each
club, with Atlanta opening the season In Atlanta
with Montgomery,
lili nilngham with Nashville,
Little
Bock in Memphis, and Shreveport In
New Orleans.
By special agreement
Atlanta played in Birmingham yesterday, la order that a new silk flag
might be christened, displaying the
ptnnanl won last season.

DAN

DRY

FALLING

CRUSHED

BY

POLE AT

LAS VEGAS

t

Mli((t(tlT)lil

Special to The Kvening Citizen.
Vegas, N. M.. April 10.
Dan Dry, of Albuquerque, who
came here Saturday with a gang
of Colorado Telephone linemen,
broken and
he is otherwise
from Injuries that imperil his
life. His left leg and arm are
'i broken and he is otherwise
l.iuiscd. Dry, with other work- men, were employed yesterday
unloading poles, when one of the
heavy limbers fell upon him.

4
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ft

f

II

4
4
4

4
4
4

The injured boy Is the son of Mr.
ami Mrs. 4. M. Dry of 306 South
liroadway. He is about 21 years of
age. The parents are grief stricken
over the iiLCident.

York. April 10. D. C.
who is charged with obtaining money by false pretenses by selling thousands of acres of government
land and giving fraudulent deeds, escaped to Kurope yesterday on the
steamer Kaiser Wllhelm II. Officers
dashed to the pier just as the vessel
was steaming out. An effort will be
made to arrest Willoughhy when the
steamer arrives In Kngland.
Willoughby is said to have victims
in lies Moines, Omaha and Denver, as
well us other western cities.
For a
while he operated In Denver under
the name of the Naturlla Valley Co.
He disappeared
from Denver last
January and since then detectives
have been seeking him,
New

Will-oughb- y,

tlve heads of the staffs of the two
papers. He will be represented by
his two sons, as he himself Is in the
Blvera.

ONLY WOMAN TO RKCKIVK

THK ORDKR OF CHIVAI-BKansas City, April 10. Mrs. baiah
Miles Hanna, one of the oldest mem
hers of the Daughters of Kebekah,
and the only woman upon whom the
degree of chivalry was ever conferred
by the I. O. O. F., died yesterday of
CAN
KKK
Rl'KF
VISITORS
luiralysls, aged 82. She was a cousin
KAYS SI PRF.MK ( Ol ltT of Gen. Nelson A. Miles.
San Francisco, April 10. A partial
ruling in favor of Abraham Huef was
the Immediate outcome todaIP f
HAGERMAN
Butt's petition to the supreme court GOVERNOR
for a writ of habeas corpus, releasing
him from the custody of Elisor Blg-gThe court Instructed the elisor
LEFT CAPITAL FOR
to permit Huef to see within reasonable hours any person whom he
desires to see, and to talk with visitors outside of the hearing of the
guards.
y.

STOCK

IIOIJi:it

ASKS

ro-i- ng

IN THE EVENING

(Ol llT

Al'l'Ol.NT A RIXKIVDR.
Topeka. Kan., April 10. S. L. Ter-ril- l, Attorney General
Reld Will
of Charleston, 111., a stockholder,
applied to Federal Judge Pollock here
Resign May I Clancy May
today for the appointment of a receiver for the Uncle Sam Oil combe Appointed.
pany, whose secretary. W. H.
.
Tucker, Jr., is under indictment, and
for an accounting of its affairs. The
Judge took the application under ad- Special to The Kvening Citizen.
visement.
Santa Fe, N. M April 10. Gov. II.
J. Hagerman left Santa Fe last night
SAVINGS AND TR I' ST
for Washington. Whether he Is going
XII'A.Y lIOsKS DOWN. on official business or otherwise Is
Philadelphia, Pa.. April 10.
Tho not known here.
Lincoln Savings & Trust company of
Attorney General W. C. Reld has
this city closed Its doors today. The announced that owing to the demands
company was one of the city deposi- ot his private business at Roswell, he
tories.
The comjiany had been In will resign his prevent territorial poexistence ten years an its business sition May 1. It is currently reportwas mainly with city contractors. A ed at the ciipitol here that Frank W.
comparatively small amount of money Clancy, of Albuquerque, district atwas involved.
torney for the Second Judicial district, will be appointed attorney genKN. CHRISTMAS KII.I KD
eral.
li MCARAOIAN TROOPS.
Mobile. Ala., Apiil 10 The collecroRMI'.R KKNATOR fclOONFR
tor of the port at Trujlilo. Honduras,
DOWN Tit KPKAK TONIGHT.
says
who has arrived hi re,
that Gen.
New York. April 10. The Wlscon-slan- s
Iee Christinas, of Memphis, Tenn., an
In town expect a rare treat
army, was
officer in the Hoinlurt-.cut to pieces by tin- Nlcaruguan tonight, when at the annual banquet
f rriri lid
of the Wisconsin society of New
York at the Waldorf Astoria they
expect to hear Senator Spooner. who
ANOTIIKR IIKAKING
CASK. lately resigned his seat in the UniIN AI'PI.rA
Buffalo. N. t.. Apnl 10. Another ted States senate.
This will be the
hearing takes place today before Wisconsin senator's last public aplleferee Bailey of the cause of pearance before his retirement, which
Arthur E. Appleyurd, the Boston lakes place on May 12th. It Is exfinancier, in connection
with the pected that Senator Spooner will
civil actions instituted by Receiver make a statement at tho dinner bearWheeler, of the German bank against ing upon national affairs which will
prove interesting.
the former directors.
'1X1

y.

List For New City Directory
Will Begin Appearing
Next Alonday.
4 4
4 4
4
On next Monday evening, The
Evening
4
Citizen will begin pun- 4 lishiug the names which will up- pear In the new city directory
4 and which will be issued early
May by The Citizen Publish- ill
4
4 lng company. Names beginning
4 with A will be published first.
Then those beginning with It.
4 and so on until the entire list
4 has been published.
blank
for name and address will be In- -

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

WF.DDINt; IN AIIMV I.IFK
AND OFF TO IMIILII'tMNK.
St. Louis. April 10. The marriage
of Miss Catherine l.uhn, ilaugb.lt-o- f
Major ami Mis. l.uhn. of Jefferson llarracks,
was
celebrated
at
barracks today. It was a very brilliant military event. The bridegroom
is Lieutenant James Fechet,
Iiiuk:
regiment is stationed at Fort Sherl-d.iy- ,
Chicago. The bride anil bridegroom will spend a few days here
ami In Chlc.t'.p before going In San
Francisco, whence they will sail tin
the transport Logan for the Philippines, whither Lieutenant
Keclwfs
regiment has been ordered.

CIWTS HCK

T NI.'U

YORK I KOM I III! SOI TH.
York. April 10. The UUnl
return today from their, southern
long anil
trip, where they practice-well, and perfected the boys in all
the manoeuvers of the game. The
manager feels that he Ins a winning
team.
New

ISrNFRYOIRS AliilON I D IN
THK OsCl RO MOl'N TAINS
serted at the head ot the lists 4
any
person
finding that his
and
name does not appear In the
Special to The i:ening Citizen.
lists will please fill out this bl ink
Washington. April 10. Dele- - 4
e
with full name and street ad- gate Andrews after a visit to the
dress and send the same to tills
White House today, proclaimed 4
oflice.
The Citizen Publishing
of I'rnsl- - 4
4 for the renoniination
company has adopted this means
4 dent ltoosevelt. He said the pvo-of securing names of pernios
4 pie would rise tn masse
and 4
by
that may have been inls-i-- .l
nominate him whether the pres- the canvassers.
This directory
tilt-iit or not. Ilirri- - 4
wanted
will be the most complete and
4 man has forced the veiy thing e
ft substantial
line ever issued.
he wanted most to prevent.
The laud commissioner baa
notified the Las c'ruies land of- - e
of the approval of the es- fleers
GOVKRNMKNT DlNCOl'NTS
t itiltshment of permanent reser- - 4
WORK OF lilt: FAMINE
Vilna, Russia, April In. The seven
voirs of S 3SIS acres In town- ship i south. 5 east near the 4
men who participated in the mutiny
o fthe Sapper battalion here, have a north Owuro peak. New Mex- ico
been giileiictu to tartou terms of
imprisonment or tu death

t
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THE EVENING CITIZEN

the history of HgvptUn Irrigation,
and the I'nlted States department of
stnte has obtained a copy of the original entry of the land by Mr. White-housIf it Is found that his legal
rights have been Interfered with, an
attempt will be made to forc" Lord
Cromer to withdraw his opposition.
e.

6tly ail Wily iy
Tke Citizen Publisbics Company

rMlif

Mm at

PmMH

for trBnlaWa tfcmck U

u won ilM MttOT.

EVENING

CITIZm

HETTY GREEN PLANS TO LEAVE STONEWALL FORTUNE TO DAUGHTER

HKIM-,MV-

white-cappe-

OFFICIAL PAPER FOR
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE

pat-ion-

MUCH PICTURED

IS OUR
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PRESIDENT

'

'

Toilet Accessories
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The finest bookbinder in the world
lives in Memphis, Teim.
into Zanh
has worked his way slowly, carefully,
and conscientiously from the lowest
of the ladder to the top. In
Uncertain Whether He or Em lound
Is S3 he won the only prize givenali--a?
hall, London. He
peror William Has Most Agricultural
won the grand prize at the .St. IaiuI
exposition. Another honor was his
Frequently Been "Taken." selection by Mr. and Mrs. Tregasglns.
famous booklovers ami collectors of
London, to hind a copy of Morris"
"King Florus." There were seventy-fiv- e
of the greatest binders In the
BISHOP POTTER'S BON
world selected for this task, and when
great
work was completed Mr.
the
Znhn'H book was voted tho finest of
MOT ON BISHOP DOANE all. This genius Is quiet, unassuming, ami modest to a fault, and It Is
enly through
outsiders
that his
friends learn of his achievements.
He cares nothing for fame, and purAmericans Propose to Clean Out sues the even tenor of his way, designing wonderful bindings, putting
Joseph's Kescrvolr In Egypt
dainty
on
exquisite workmanship
books, quite oblivious to the plaudits
and Use It Again.
of the outside world.
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(Ily Frederic J. llaskln.)
The most widely pubulshed and
best known photograph. In existence
is that of President Roosevelt taking
the fence on his favorite hunter. This
has been used In almost every paper
and magazine In the world which uses
and the sales from It have
already amounted to more than
making It the most profitable
photograph that was ever taken.
Nearly 3,000 copies have been signed
by the president to be used as special
Klfts, and the demand for It wherever
placed on sale has never
it has beenduring
the three and a half
decreased
years since it was made.
owner
of this reThe fortunate
markable negative is Burnet Cllne-Uina- t,
It was made
of Washington.
with a shutter that opened and closed
in 1. BOOth part of a second. The
president, accompanied by an orderly, left the cabinet meeting one morning, and Joined Mr. CHnedlnst at
Chevy Chase in the suburbs of Washington. It was necessary for the
prtsldent to force his horse over the
lence a dozen times before a successful picture was taken.
hiilf-tone-

8.

$40,-tiO-

Fresldent Roosevelt is the most
photographed man in the world, with
the possible exception of Emperor
'William, and photographers assert
unreservedly that he is most difficult
to pose. He is nervous, and Is often
snapped In what might seem a
style; but every picture ever taken of him Is thoroughly characteristic, embodying the spirit of the
Hoosevelt who preaches and practices
tne doctrine of the strenuous life.
Bishop William t Duane, of the
Piotestant Episcopal Diocese of Albany, N. V., follows the English fashion of his church and signs his name
"William of Albany." ltishop Henry
C. Potter, of New York, once said
to him: "Doane, I wish you lived
in Buffalo Instead of Albany." "Why
do you wish that?" queried the puz-sle- d
William of Albany. "Because,"
replied the metropolitan, "then we
could call you 'Huffalo Bill.' "

lesplte the fact that women are
believed to be of little Influence In
practical politics, Mrs. Lizzie Anderson Fant, of Holly Spring, Miss., once
ti'rned the tide of an election In Marshall county In a novel way. It was
in the time of republican control In
Mississippi, when an educational test
was not necessary for a voter, and
when the Ignorant negroes were under the complete domination of unscrupulous purty leaders. When election time drew near, the various district bosses rode far und wide, Instructing the negroes to "vote the
tit ket with the tiger on It."
Thu democrats got wind of this
movement somehow, and the evening
before the election one of these ballots was secured by Cllffe Myers, now
of Jackson, Miss., and Arthur T. Fant,
With it they went in haste to Mr.
Kant's home and asked his wife to
make a wood cut for them as quickly
as she could. She shut herself In her
room, and In a short time reproduced
the tiger line for line. The waiting
men pounced on It with glee and hurried off to the printing office, where
they proceeded to stamp all the
democratic ballots in the exact way
that the republican ones were marked.
These were then divided into
Iackels and given to men. who, like
Paul ltevere, were "booted and spurred and ready to ride."
All night they rode, giving these
ballots to their nun in different parts
of Marshall county. Winn the polls
were opened next day and th ballots distributed, the negroes faithfully followed the instructions of
their republican leaders and voted
"the ticket with the tiger on It,"
causing the greatest consternation in
the history of the county by electing
the democratic candidates by the
largest majorities ever known. The
republicans Hew here and there to
investigate, and their wrath was unbounded when they found the rival
ballots adorned with thelrn own de
Hign.
True, the tiger happened to be
going the other way on the opposition ticket, but that may have been
in vindication of party principles .
"Now there arose up a new king
over Egypt, which knew not Joseph."
in that brief sentence Moses told the
nations of the world the story of the
end of the work of Joseph, a Hebrew
slave who became prime minister of
Egypt more than J,!ioo years ago.
Among the greatest of the labors of
Joseph, aside from the first corner of
the wheat market, was the construction of an immense reservoir in
which the waters of the Nile were
stored and used to extend the area
and period of the unnual inundation.
An American concern now proposes
to dig out this ancient reservoir and
make it the center of the greatest
irrigation projec t on earth.
Cope Whitehouse, traveler, scientist, anil Egyptologist, is the discoverer of the ancient lake and chief
of the scheme, which, he says,
lias been slopped only by the oposl-tlo- n
of tlie English government, expressed In Lord Cromer. the real'
ruler of Egypt. The ancient reservoir
is locaK d about seventy miles to the
rouihwcst of Cairo, and Mr. White-bous- e
says the work of excavating it
can be accomplihhed at a cost not to
exceed 14,000.000. His plan lias been
pronounced by experts to be the most
wonderful project ever undertaken in
pro-mot-

A recent press notice announcing
that Rev. Thomas S. Vassar, D. D.,
of the Souih Baptist church, Newark, N. J., had celebrated a
In the ministry, recalls the fact
thut he Is one of the descendants of
that distinguished family that founded Vassar college. It was the sturdy
old brewer,
Matthew Vassar, who
founded the college for women, believing that girls should have equal
chances with boys In matters of edu
cation. He amazed a neat little for
tune from his brewery, and went to
visit the Old World. When in Lon
don he passed down a quiet street
one day before the doors of soma
charitable Institution, and on a brass
plate he read "John Guy, done in his
lifetime." The words set the old man
to thinking.
He had meant to leave
his money to some good work when
Why not use It for
he was gone.
that work while he lived? To think
was to act, and when he came home
he Immediately set about building and
equipping a college for women, to the
end that he might see the beneficial
results of the work in his lifetime.
A room was reserved in the college
for him, and he often came as a
guest to watch the growth of the
plant whose seed he had sown while
yet alive.
The recent successes of Miss Mary
Elizabeth Tlllinghast, the foremost
artist in this country in stained glass
work, brings to mind that Cornelius
Vanderbllt once paid 130,000 for a
single example of her skill. She was
selected by Mrs. Russell Sage, from
a competing list of gluss workers
from all over the world, to execute
the remarkable window In the First
1'iesbyterian church at Syracuse, N.
V.
She designed and executed the
window In the observatory in Pitts
burg, which represents Urania stand
ing with uplifted torch. The famous
Hutton window, in Grace church,
New York, is also her workmanship.
Some of her rare color effects are
obtained by overlapping three and
four pieces of stained glass. Miss
Tlllinghast Is unable to attend
to
more than half of her orders, but
like the lives of most famous people, hers had Its early chapter of
hardships, and success came to her
only utter a long struggle.
half-centu-

A WOMAN'S

The

HACK.

nuil Pains Will DisapiM-a- r
II tilt Advice of Jills Albuquerque
Citizen is Followed.
A

Achc--

4

woman's back has many aches

und pains.
Most times tis the kidney s fault.

Backache Is really kidney ache:
That's why Doun's Kidney Pills
cure It.
Win. Sangulnette. living at 4 IS N.
Sixth St., Albuquerque, N. M., says:
"My wife suffered a great deal with
pains In her back, which became severe when necessity required even a
slight strain on the muscles of the
back. If she would sweep she com
plained of her back aching. Some
three years ago she was advised to
use Doan's Kidney Pills and procured
a box. They afforded her quick and
genuine relief and from that time on
she has appealed to them as occasion
night require and always obtained
most satisfactory results.
Wo are
convinced that there is nothing more
effective for disordered kidneys than
uoan s iviuney fins."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50c
Fosler-Mllbur- n
Co., Buffalo, N. y.,
sole agents for the United States.
Bemember the name Doan's and
take no other.
l 8.
BIG Kill CATION

AL

MEET- -

RST,
lU AT PI Mill
April 10.
iinehurst, N.

X. C.

C.

The

conference for education in the south
has met with as large and notable
a gathering as has ever been assembled at any of Its a.seniblies.
Ui-s.
'. Mitchell, chairman of the executive committee of the conference, is
In charge of ihe arrangements,
and
lias secured the best talent In Ihe
country to make the addresses. He
was unuble to secure dates later ill
the moiiih. and so the conference
meets at this lime.
.

rou i i.di ri

v

nu ks.

let from any good

pivcrip-tlo-

PHARMACY

Oil
I

pharmacy, Fluid Extr.ic:
Dandelion, one-haounce.
Compound Kargon, one
Syrup Sa rsa pari lla.
t hive
tiutll.1 s
lf

ounce-CoinMiun-

Shake well In
t),,ult
lake in
dose.-- ,
tciispooiit'ul
after earn meal and at bed time. This Is the prescription
and the directions as given by
an eminent authority on Kidney diseases, who makes til.'
statement that this simple
home-mad- e
mixture will relieve almost any Kidney disorder or Backache or Bladder
weakness.
This should prov
of untold value to all elderly
folks, who always suffer more
or less with their Kidneys und
Bladder at this time of year.

i

gency.
More wne
A

TOANs.

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture,
Pianos, Organs.
Horses, W'ngons and other Chattels;
on
also
SALARIES AND WARH-HOUS- E
RECEIPTS, aa low .
high
as
and
as $200.
Loans ara
quickly made and strictly prlvat.
Time: One month to one year given.
Goods remain in your
possession.
Our rates are reasonable. Call
see us before borrowing;.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bid.
S15 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
On

m

MONEY

TO

LOAN

I'OIl BENT.
We have about $3,000 to loan in
FOB BENT Furnished rooms and
' tents. 413 South Brondwnv.
sums t; $1,00 or less on real estate
Full BENT Uooms for light house- - BCCIl.lt., :1. a M.r ,--,.
.w,, ,1H
Keeping.
408 North Second street.
FOR KENT Nicely furnished room;
electric ngnt and Datn. 419 Marquette avenue.
FOR KENT Pleasant, well-- f urnish-e- d
rooms, near business center;
rates reasonable.
Corner Sixth
CO.
and Railroad. Apply at rear
FOR RENT Furnished or not, one
216 West Cold Ave.
or tne nicest and shadiest
eight-rooresidences In the
city, near City park; large barn.
Call at room 11, Grant block. P. PROFESSIONAL
CARDS
F. McCanna.
FOR SALE..
FOR SALE A good big cow, will be
fresh soon. See George K. Neher.
FOR SALE Party will sacrifice type
writer, good as new.
Address
1
Typewriter, rare CrHr.en office.
MACHINIST
2
CARPENTERS,
FOR SALE A 14x16 tent house:
BELL-BOY3
cheap.
Inquire 724 East Grand
2
COOKS
avenue.
2 STONE MASONS,
FOR SALE Thoroughbred
Jersey
1
IRON HOLDER,
duii, coming lour. Address or in5
HOUSE GIRLS,
quire of J. C. Bemenderfer, 6 miles
We
furnish clerical lielp
Bouin or Albuquerque.
specially, free to the employera
FOR
SALE The Claude Girard
Kookkociicrti,
Stenographers.
property on Mountain road, first
Typewriters, Clerks, etc.
house west of acequla, near SixSOUTHWESTERN
EMPLOYteenth street. Inquire on premises
MENT AGENCY,
or at 300 North Proadway.
Phone. 807. No. 110 S. Sec. St.
two-stor-

y,

m

INCH

CATTLE
VlltS.

HETTY TIOWI.AXI

nun.u,

rilOM

KOR1NSON
GUEEN, WOIUIVS
1LEK JjATKST FIlOTOGllAPH.

Special Correspondence.
Nw York, April 10. With the
greatest millionaires of the United
States In their declining years setting;
their houses in order for the inevitable approach of death, speculation
turns to what will be the probable
disposition that Mrs. Hetty Green, the
richest woman In tho world, wtll
make of her vast fortune.
Mrs. Hetty Green Is In her 72d
year, and age Is telling on her. Her
life has been one of exhaustive money
grubbing, and she is still at it. She
keeps her wealth a close secret, but
It Is estimated now at over (125,000,-00It may be more. She has never
met with any important reverse, so
far as Is known. Her business of
money lending is a regular and reone.
munerative
Wall street, to
which she lends at princely rates of
Interest, has been insatiable.
H$r
profits must have been immense.
Mrs. Green has never been a con

KICIIEST

spicuous giver to charity.
She is
known to have charties, but these are
little ones, dealing mostly with children and consisting more often of a
kindly word. She has expressed herself as very much averse to showy
gifts to charities. She refused once
to give $100,000 to a hospital for
which Mrs. Itussell Sago solicited her
aid, because she thought the gift
would be too spectacular.
Yet In spite of her multitude of
petty economics, Mrs. Green is known
to have a kindly heart.
It Is most likely that the bulk of
her estate will be left to her children, Edward and Sylvia.
She has
frequently stated that her ambition Is
to leave her daughter wealth In such
shape that she will not have to wear
out her life In defending It. She
has no such anxiety, apparently, for
her son, who has long shown himself
competent to take care of vast Interests.

0.
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E" RUBBER WEED
OF NEW MEXICO IS

Discovered by Sheep Herders Chewing
Its Roots Plant Belongs to the
Sunflower Family.
Four years ago, fresli from college
and full of energy. Bay Morley. late
coach of Columbia, brought to Albuquerque samples of a weed
found
growing along the foothills of the Da-t- il
mountains, Socorro county, which
contained rubber.
The possibilities
of the weed In the way of creating a
new industry for New Mexico
were
xploiled by The Evening Citizen.
Lengthy articles in Colorado and
eartern papers followed, and companies were formed to investigate the
virtue of the weed, but to what extent experiments were carried out by
these companies, the people of New
Mexico were never Informed.
The
matter was called to tho attention of
tlie botanist of the New Mexico college, who now comes forth with the
following stalement:
For some time pii.st the botanist
has been receiving inquiries concerning plants said to grow in New Mexico which are productive of rubber.
The inquiries have become so numerous and the definite information
available to the public Is so scanty
l hut it is thought wise to publish in
popular form what has so fur been
ascertained by this department. The
Information which has been collected
lo date is purely of a botanical character and no experiments have yot
been made to ascertain the possibility
of growing any such plants under cultivation. Experiments are now being
projected which will, no douht. give
some definite information on several

considerably large .si.e. and some are
So far as we know tests
annuals.
have not yet been made to ascertain
any
whether
of the rest of them produce the rubber or not. We understand that some breeding experiments
are being curried on in an attempt
to secure a plant which produces a
larger percentage of rubber und grows
more rapidly. What success may have
attended these efforts wt do not
know. There Is little douht thtit
"pingue" would grow in any of the
mountain regions of New .uexico at
an elevation of from seven to nine
thousand feet. The profit hiV'.Vk
from growing such crops would depend upon many factors which cannot be discussed here. Whether seed
Is to be obtained from any of the
seedmen or not we are unable to say.
Another entirely :lfCerent
plant
which is being somewhat extensively
used as a source of rubber In Mexico
Is called "Guuyule."
This plant is
known to the botanists us Purthenlum
argentatum Gray. it was originally
described from specimens collected
from Eseondido Springs, near the
present Fort Stockton, western Texas, by the collectors of the Mexican
boundary survey. This station Is apparently near the northern limit of
distribution of the plant. It Is now
known to extend well down into
Mexico following along the plateau
region to Durango and possibly further south.
The plant is a low shrub rarely
more than a couple of feet high with
hili.-silvery-.simple
small,
leaves
points.
and tolerably numerous, small flower
Some
considerable confusion has heads w hich appear late in the sea-- !
ailsen from the fact thut two species son, gem-rallIn September or Octo-- :
of plants not closely resembling each her. It seems to be restricted to a
other and not nearly related to each limestone soil. This plant has been
other have been found In this south- reported as occurring in southeastern
western arid region which contain a New Mexico near Carlsbad. The writcertain amount of rubber. fine of er has collected In pretty nearly all
these plants Is n small, herbaceous, purls of the territory and for the past
which grows native in three seasons has kept a sharp lookthe northern part of the territory in out
tills particular plant, believing
the mountain regions. It is tolerably that for
it would be found on limestone
well known to the Mexican sheep ridges In tlie southern and southwest-- j
herders as "Pingue."
Its reputation
part of the territory. He has had
among them is not very good, .since ern
tlie good fortune to traverse these
it is known lo cause the deatli of
ery regions in u wagon but has not
sheep by iinp.iclion of the bowels. seen lh!s plant.
Tile herders ami children not infremost nearly related species to
quently chew the upper .portion of tlieThe"Guayule"
Is called
"Maiiola"
the root and extract the resinous rubI 'a ri l:en lu
in incanuui HISK.) and is
ber, using it as chewing gum. These found .scattered
over practically all
peculiarities of the plant li.ive
of the limestone parts of this terii-- I
known for a long time.
tory. This plant, also cont;!ns a
Botanlcally. this plant is known us sm.tll perc
entage of rubber but it Is
llymenoxys tloribumlus utilis Ckll. not tiiutieienl
in quantity to render
The species was first described by Dr. 'Die plint com menially valuable.
Gray, from material collected alwiut Is Hi,, opinion of tlie w riter
that the
Santa Fe in 1M7 by August Femller.
will grow in sit ualions1 similar
The varietal form is distributed over iguaule
to thai itecupied by tile maiiola in
Ihe northern pall of New Mexico and tliis
an experiment to
southern Colorado at tolerably high learn territory and
this lie true or not is
I
elevations.
have seen it growing about lo In- - begun at this station. In
rather abundantly in thu region bewith such work, methods
tween Chama and Tierra Ainarilla. It eonnection
of propagation, the rubber content,
has been collected in abundance for 'ami
various
other questions relating
tlie comm. Trial extraction of the rub- lo tin- economic
production of this
ber in southern Colorado, an estab- j plant will be studied.
Any informalishment for Ibis purpose being in tion concerning its distribution
in
operation at Bucna. Vista.
be gladly received.
will
the
territory
The plant is usually about a foot
are
in doubt as to
who
Parties
hi,h. rising from a r.uhcr large the names of any plants supposed to
woody root; it is nillier a bright yelof economic value can have them
lowish green in color, the leaves hav- be
(free of charge I by sending a
ing numerous long linear segments. named flowering
specimen of the plant
dried
The How l is are a bright yellow and lo the l"it:li,isl uf
Ihe experiment sta- rather numerous, usually blooming in t loll.
July and August. The pails above
E. '. Wt X li'i IN.
ground are herbaceous and die down
liolinisi Experiment Station.
each winter, but tho root
persists
April H. IM07.
from year to year. It is tills woody
root that contains most of tho rubSuUler.
Bitten by
ber. The plant belongs to the
Through blood poisoning caused by
family and the flowers resem- a spider bite,
John Washington, of
ble somewhat, a smull aster or daisy, Bosqueville, Tex.,
would have lost his
except that they are all yellow. They leg,
a mass of running
which
became
are usually about one-hathree-fourtto
sores, had he not been persuaded to
of an Inch in diameter.
try Buckllu's Arnica Salve. He writes:
There are a number of ttpecles,
lirst application relieved, and
nearly related lo this one. that grow "The
four boxes healed all .the ores."
rather abundantly in this territory. Heals every sore. 23c at all
Some of them are ierenulal and of
I
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POR TERFIELD

Occidental Ufo Bulldlnjt, Cor.
Jtailrottd Ave. and ISroiulway.

VIA

Bom.--

WANTED
Irr II inrat
class hand laundry. Lace curtains a
specially,
satisfaction guaranteed.
4iis west Tljerns nvenue. (Colored.)
WANTED ladles wanting
stylish
miinnery anu dressmaking, call on
MlSS Cinne.
Kf2
Nnrlh Bnr.A
street. Prices low.
Also appren- rnnne 944.
iiees wanieu.
WANTED Position by male stenographer anil bookkeeper. Age J7.
Experienced. Good recommendations and references. Address box
li. A Inuquerque
WANTED
Gentieman-- s
secondhand clothing. No. tit South First
street, south of viaduct. Bend address and will call. R. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.

Until
Brushes.
Soaps. NhII
Brushes, ManicureScKsors,
rn I"lnstrs, Corn
Mmmpoo Ycnis, Ilalr Tonic,
Talcum Powders, Toilet Waters
I .'to. Kto.

s.

TEKSOXAI, PROPERTY
60."

WANTED To buy a three or four
room house. Chenp for cash. No
commission. Buyer This office.
WANTED At once, school teacher,
male or female; also can furnish
good stenographer. Colburn s Em

and
v

VANTKD.
Woman
at

WANTED

SUPPLIES

Boston, whore there are so
d
many
waitresses In
every restaurant, it seems odd to find
nny
In
public eating
the lust waitress
house In that city still living. Hit
ii. line Is Miss Rose Carry, and she If
now more than ninety years old. She
was only eleven when she started
Ftrving oysters In the little restaurant
nl the corner of Marshall lane and
Colon street. She had great difficulty
in getting a start, because the restaurants and hotels were full of men.
mostly mg roes, who served the
Een the guests seemed suspicious of the innovation, nnd eyed
as she flitted about her
closely
her
work.
Itnt finally the "oyster house
with the girl waiter" became as popu"hcaneries"
lar as the
which used to be the delight of Boston and the laughing stock of the
Miss Carey berest of the world.
came an expert with the pots nnd
pans, and her fame rests upon the
fi.il that she handed down the art
of csciilloplng oysters.
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Mutton Receipts 30.000 Light.
Market 10 to 20
Cents Higher.

LOST.

one prospectus entitled "The
Greatest Things in the World,"
finder will please return to Mrs.
Bertha H. Henrici. No. 216 Silver

LOST

Kansas City Stock Yards, April S.
The run of 38.400 cattle last week
was practically the same size as during the previous week, and slightly
smaller than same week last year.
The general market advanced 10 to
25 cents during the week, beef steers
Only a
getting most ot the gain.
small portion of the supply came
range
country,
the
from the
and
0
same Is applicable to the run of
head today.
The market today
is weak to 10 cents lower on fed
steers, while she stuff and country
grades are strong to a shade higher.
.Some medium class 1,300 pound Colorado fed steers, on the rough order,
sold at $5 to taAti last week; good
Oklahomus brought us to $5.75, while
few beef steers sold below $4.u0.
Cows range from J3 to $4.60, heifers
mainly at $3.50 to $4.75, with a few
sales up to $5.25, and yearlings today
at $5.35. bulls $3 to $4.25, range
Blockers $4.25 to $4.75, feeders $4.50
to $4.0.
Demand from, outside
sources was heavy last week, and local lackers met competition at every
turn, Indicating a healthy state of
trade in killing stuff, while demand
for country grades was a little larger
than the supply last week, especially
for weighty feeders.
Mutton supplies fell below IIO.OOO
head last week for the first time in
several weeks, and the market closed
the week 10 to 20 cents higher. The
run is 11,000 today, market 10 to 15
cents higher, and record prices were
paid for lambs today at $8.20, highest
price ever paid on the Missouri river
Four carloads were
for fed lambs.
sold
at this price, weighing 85
pounds, from the Drake, Spencer and
Wagner feed lots, in the Arkansas
valley.
Other lighter lambs today
sold at $7. NO to $s, fair lo good ewes
at $5.75 to $5.90, yearlings recently
at $7 and wethers ure quotable at
$5. SO to $6.25. very few
Included.
wethers,
One lot of 700 yearling
4
weighing
pounds, sold today at
$6.80. Small numbers of clipped stock
are coming, selling $1 to $1.25 below
wooled stuff, and a few feeding lambs
arrive and lind ready sale at $6.80 to
$7.25. Traders here can see nothing
but moderate runs and strong prices
for the Immediate future.
12,-00-

WEEK'S SALES.
Kansas City Stock Yards, April 5.
Representative
sales of western
sheep and lambs here this week:
.Monday, April I.
Drake. S. & V.. Uimar, Colo., 740
lambs, 82 lbs., $7.80.
Beatty Bros., Manzanola. Colo.,
lambs, 7 a lbs., $7.75.
Beatty Bros., Manzanola. Colo..
ewes, 86 lbs., $5.t5.
V. E. Beatty. Manzanola, Colo., 410
ewes, 80 11)8., $5.50.
W. E. Beatty, Manzanola, Colo..
wethers, 82 lbs., $5.85.
W. E. Beatty. Manzanola. Colo.,
yearlings, 83 lbs., $6.85.
Colo.,
P., Lunar,
Arnold
lambs, 81 lbs., $7.70.
E. G. Hawkins, iiinar, Colo.,
breeding ewes, SI lbs., $5.35.
Dee Greedy, Manzanola, Colo.,
lambs, 61 lbs., $7.50.
D. G. Twcedie, Lumar. Colo ,
ewes, 78 lbs., $5.50.

Tiicln.v, April

'.,
Drake. S.
lambs, 84 lbs., $7.80.
&

53
73
4U4

464
706
800

Colo., 654

lbs., $7.65.

Hlllnian & L., Las Animas. Colo.,
lambs, 76 lbs.. $7.60.
J. U. Sullivan.
Animas. Colo.,
4 2
la m lis. 5 lbs, $7.40.
II. Thaxton, Las Animas, Colo , 47S
lambs, 73 lbs., $7.50.
D. G. Twcedie.
Colo, 6u".
H5!)

I-

ewes.

-is

lbs., $5.50.
VcKlncs4laj, April It.
Colt & Son,
Animas. Colo ,
lambs, 74 lbs.. $7.85.
Lethe man & I... lunar. Colo.. 746
lambs, 75 lbs., $7.80.
L. H. Cheney, Monte Vista, Colo,
284 lambs, 7 lbs.. $7.75.
Scott & C,
Animas. Colo., 485
lambs, 73 lbs., $7.75.
it. Thaxton, Im Animas, Colo., 491
lambs., 74 lbs., $7.60.
J. it. James. Las Animas. Colo , 633
lambs, 57 lbs., $7.40.
J. B. James, Las Animas, Colo , l.'.n
feeding lambs, 46 lbs., $6.80.
7

lis

Ils

Friday. April 5.
K. F. Walker, Las Animas,
937 lambs, 76 lbs., $8.00.
I
H. Cheney, Monte Vista.
576 lambs. 77 lbs., $8.00.

Colo..

Coin,

L. H. Cheney, Monte Vistu, Colo
yearlings, 78 lbs., $7.00.
Some sales of western cattle here
this week:
J. H. Hlley. Fowler, Colo , 56 killers, 1,332 lbs , $5 40.

,
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TERRITORIAL BOARD
HEALTH

OF

MAKES AP- -

1
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 8 F.BL,
N. W., Washington. D. C.
Pensions,
land patents,
copyrights,
caveats,
letter patents, trade marks. claims-It- .
"
W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuquerque, N. M. Office. First National
Bank building.
E. W. Dobson.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Office.
Cromwell block, Albuquerque. N. M.
1ENT1STS.
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and 8. Barnett building,
over O'RIellv's- lrn O
ti
- Appointments
'
made by mall.
A
Imh,
Etlmnml
c
n
No. 806 Railroad a'venue.
Offics
hours, 9 a. m.. to 12:30 p. m.; l:ja
7-

Dr. McLandres Made Health
V
111. LO
lift n Ttnm
polntmenta made by mail.
Officer of Bernalillo
W.- M.KHirniniv
i i.
County.
U

11.

Ap- -

TT1.

Physician and' Surgeon.
Life Building. Tele-pho886. Albuquerque, N. M.
DR. It. L. IIUS1.
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Tuberculosis t ,l..
nigu
Freauencv Electrical
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse In attendance. Both phones.
DBS. BROXSOX & BROXSON,
Homeopaths.
Over Van's rirnu- mia..
ri .
Ollice and residence, 628.
J- - N. WARNER. V.
ir.LWhen vour iinlmnla nr
need a good veterinary surgeon. Call
up the old reliable. Phone No. C4 2.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, phone 316.
Colo., Red 111
Homeopathic
Occidental

Santa Fe. N. M.. April 10. The
Territorial Board of Health in Its second day's session transacted the following business:
licenses Granted.
Physicians admitted
to practice
are us follows:
Dr. R. Coulson. of Socorro; Dr. L.
F. Hummer, of San I'edro; Dr. J. 1'.
Martin, of Deming; Dr. Jose A.
Spence, of Silver City: Dr. Solomon
Burton, of Albuquerque; Dr. J. P.
Hoggs, of Puerto; Dr. Shuler Craft of
Verniejo; Dr. J. . Haas, of Hope;
Dr. John B. Frisby, of Baton;
Dr.
Charles D. Ottosen, of Eris; Dr. Horatio Walker of Cimarron; Dr. J. W.
Hlecks, of Tucumcarl; Dr. E. J. Cow-ar- t,
of Ijas duces; Dr. David T.
Heece, of Hope; Dr. Newton Alfred
Seehorn, of Artesla; Dr. W. M. Sheridan, of Albuquerque; Dr. E. J. Row-daof Albuquerque; Dr. E. J. Rowan, of Dawson; Dr. Oliver T. Hyde, of
l;
Santa Fe; Dr. J. C. Nichols, of
Dr. Henry L. Frush, of Watrous
Dr. W. S. Chapman. Dr. F. C. Diver,
of Dawson. Dr. J. P. Bonar, of Rln-coand Dr. E. S. MUlord of Deming.
County IlcalUi Officers.
County health officers were named
us follows:
Bernalillo county Dr. George Mis
Iandress, of Albuquerque.
Chaves county Dr. W. Joyner, of
Roswell.
Colfax county Dr. T. B. Hart, of
Baton.
Dona Ana county Dr. C. It. Gerber
of 1ju Cruces.
Eddy county Dr. F. E. Doepp, of
Carlsbad.
Grant, county Dr. I. J. Westlake,
of Silver City.
Guadalupe county Dr. John
F.
Rudolph, of Santa Itosa.
Lincoln county Dr. T .W. Watson,
of Lincoln.
Luna county - Dr. S. D. Swope, of
Deming.
McKinley
county - Dr.
William
Barr, of Gallup.
Y.
Otero county Dr. P.
of Aluinogordo.
juay county Dr. 11. D. Nichols, of
Tucumcarl.
Roosevelt county- - Dr. T. C. White,
Jr., of Portales.
San Juan county Dr. M. D. Taylor
n,

Ros-wel-

n,

8,

--

,'

-

A.

finnnrRc

Commercial Club building.
Black
g.
or White hearse,
ARCHITECTS
F. W. SDencer. Ronma m.ii tj...
nett building, Albuquerque, N. M.
Both phones.
NOTARY PUBLIC.

Thos. K. D. Maddlson.
with W. B. Childert.
Ill
West Gold avenue.
1LUK DRESSER A?TI
CHlKvJl'O
DIST.
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlor.), No.
209 West Railroad avenue, is pre.
pared to give thorough scalp treatment, do hair dressing, treat corns,
bunions and ingrowing nails. She
gives massage treatment and manicuring. Mrs. Bambini's own prepara
tion of complexion cream builds up
the skin and improves the complex-Ion- ,,
and is guaranteed not to be injurious. She also prepares a hair
tonic that cures and prevents dandruff and hair falling out; restore
life to dead hair;
removes moie-i- .
warts and superfluous hair. Also
face powder, a freckle cure and pimple cure and pile cure. All of then
preparations
are purely vegetable
of Aztec.
B. D. Black compounds.
San Miguel county--Dr- .
Have Just added a viVegas.
of l.as
brator machine for treatment of
Sandoval county Dr. S.
Clarke, scalp, face and cure of wrinkles. It
,
of Bernalillo.
Is also used
pains
Sierra county Dr. Frank J. Given, and massage. for rheumatirn-.of Hillsboro.
Socorro county- - Dr. A. K. Bessette, hainlM i
lain s Cough Bciiic.l v Aid
of Socorro.
Nature.
Taos county Dr. T. P. Martin, of
Medicines
that aid nature are alTaos.
ways most effectual.
Chamberlain's
Torrance county Dr. William A. Cough
Remedy acts on this plan. It
Wilson, of Willard.
allays
the
cough,
relieves the lungs,
I'nion county Dr. N. E. Charlton,
aids expectoration, opens the secreof Clayton.
and aids nature in restoring the
Valencia county Di. William D. tions,
system to a healthy condition. ThouRadelift'e, of Helen.
sands have testified to its superior
excellence For sale by all druggists.
'Pneumonia's Deadly Work
had so seriously affected my riaht
lung," writes Mrs. Fannie Connor, of
Bural Route 1, Georgetown, Tenn.,
"that I coughed continuously night
and day and the nelghobrs' prediction consumption semcd inevitable,
until my husband brought homo a
bottle of Dr. King's New Discovery,
which in my case proved to be the
only real cough cure and restorer of
weak, sore lungs." When all other
To all point Railroad TlcKfts
remedies utterly fail, you may still
bought and sold. Moore'n Th'tct
win in the battle against lung and
Oflicc, 113 West Railroad avenue.
throat troubles with New Discovery,
the real cure. Guaranteed
by all
druggists. 50c and $1.00. Trial botOnly member of American Tictle free.
ket Brokers' Association in AlbuThe Baldwin Refrigerators at
Correspondence
querque. N. M.
Nothing better made. Satsolicited.
isfaction guaranteed.
Office

Kirk-patrlc-

'J.

J. Walker, Lamar. Colo., l.o:!7
lambs, 71 lbs., $7.70.
Colt & A., Las Animas. Colo . 965
lambs, 72 lbs.. $7.70.
A. C. Mitchell. Uimar. Colo, MS
lambs, 7'J lbs., $7.65.
Scott & C, Lamar, Colo., 4M laiiib,
71

J. H. Riley, Fowler, Colo., 38 kill
ers, 1,275 lbs., $5.25.
w. E. Evans, Las Animas, Colo.. 19
killers. 1,323 lbs.. $5.35.
C. Floerke, Burlington, Colo., 17
killers. 1,263 lbs., $5.25.

LAWYERS.

Reduced
Railway Rates

wkhnkrivw,

rmi- -
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STAGE, GREATEST TEACHER OF THE PEOPLE, MUST
BE KEPT CLEAN, ELSE IT SHOW S CORRUPTION
MME,

ME," SHE SAYS OF PWY
WinClI SHOWS AMERICAN WOMEN AS INSIXCEnE NO
FOIt TItfST OrrilES-SIO-

n--8

A

N

ON HEKSFAF TELLS OF
HUH NEW FLAYS WILL VISIT
SHE
AMERICA AGAIN
IIS-T-SS-

MAi:iE

ADAMS.

(Hy Francis Warrlngtim Dawson.)
ICopTricht, 1907, by the Newspaper
Enterprise Association.)

Rernhardt's statement

Mme.

rela-

tive to the failure of the American
government to provide a national conservatory and theatre, led me to ask
this question:
"Tou then consider the stage an
educational medium V"
"The most wonderful of all," she
"Nowhere Is
"turned energetically.
the thought of an author brought as
near to the population at large. One
him to be, on the stage and feel a vast
audience hanging on one's words to
realise the full importance of this.
Therefore It Is that I oppose any play
containing an Immoral teaching, as It
merely becomes an Instrument for
broadcast. Each
sowing corruption
play Hhould, on the contrary, leave
some elevating Impression that can
be carried away and pondered.
"The moat striking instance I can
think of to show how this effect can
be produced is found doubly in my
two later plays, the most different
one can Imagine, yet like In their results on the public 'La Vierge
cl'Avila' and 'Les HoufTons.'
"Both are in verse, a style supposed to be quite out of vogue In France;
.et both are among the most marked
successes of recent years. 'La Vierge
d "A Vila' Is an ambitious play dealing
with history, religion, politics, science,
psychology; it has Its moments of
doubt and passion, but a strong religious leswon stands out at the end. 'Les
HoufTons, ' on the contrary. Is all
charm and grace and freshness, cononly to leave faith and
tentment in the beauty and Tightness
of life and of things.
"These two plays, with their dif-- fi
Inspire a
rent themes, therefore
to the audience
serme of quietude
when leaving, to remain with them
after they have gone. To this I attribute their success, and from it can
be derived not only the moral of
but of what will meet
The play which
with approbation.
inspires an unsatisfactory feeling at
the end rarely draws people; it Is,
as I have said, the sense of quietude
which takes."
'Lies HoufTons' is to be staged in
America before long, with Maude
Adams is it not? What do you think
of her? Can she play the part?"
and
"Maude Adams is charming
exquisite, and I admire her very
mti'-hHer freshness and beauty are
quite irreslitlbie; parts where she can
turn these qualities to advantage are
But
the ones in which she excels.
she was not made to Interpret strong
passions or to stir audiences by their
means. Her 'Alglon,' for that reason,
while a fascinating characterization,
had not the force Rostand intended
for it, and was, indeed, an entirely
different person.
"1 think Maude Adams was not so
much an eaglet as a sparrow but
such ft perfectly delightful little sparrow that one could not but love her!
1 am sure she will
make a big hit In
In 'Les Bouffons,'
my role of Jaea-ss- e
which will give her opportunities for
her youthful charm.
"But here, again, her Interpreta
tion will doubtless be different from
mine. Jacasse, always a chatterer,
may become in America something of
a parrot; but Maude Adams will not
fail to make him the most entrancing
lltte paroquet Imaginable, and people
will simply fall head over ears in love
with him."
"Your light with the American the
atrical trust does not seem to have
left in you any bitterness against
I continued.
Americans, at
"
"On the contrary," Mme. Bernhardt
exclaimed, throwing out her arms.
"It gave the public an opportunity for
me a devotion which I had
never dared hope, and so I have nothI
ing to regret in my experience.
must say, however, that I was glad
to see the state laws had condemned
miiy mil enci.u.i- 'rust so ma
ler Tne same umicuiues w lit n i
to America again, as I certainly shall,
though I have not yet made definite
plans as to the period.
"I ant indignant over the play.
'Paris-NeYork.' which Hejane has
just produced, and which I consider
an unjustifiable libel on Americans,
it is hard to forgive from a French
actress. I, for one, would never stage
a play of the kind. If there is one
nation which French actors and dramatic authors should treat with respect and affection, it is America on
account of tho warm welcome al- piay-writin- g,
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HUMORS
Coming of

SIDERS RATES AND

HEUHI1AUDT.

pn

CITIZEN.

CHAIRMAN KNAPP CON

ways made to us and the esteem in
which we are held as exponents of
our art.
"Even if the theme of 'Paris-NeYork' were true, It would be ungenerous; but it is a lie. What! an American woman engaged to one man and
giving to another a 'guarantee of sincerity' which consists of nothing less
than herself? No: it is sneer non
women;
sense. I know American

The blood and skin are so closely connected that whatever affects the one has a corres
Government Could Save Peo ponding effect on the other. When the blood is pure and healthy the skin will be soft,
smooth, and free from all eruptions; but when the blood becomes infected with some
ple Money Owning
unhealthy humor the effect is shown by rashes, eruptions, boils and pimples, or other dtshg-urin- g
Railroads.
and annoying skin disease.
The skin is provided with countless pores and glands which act as a drainage
It is claimed that public ownership system to rid the body of impurities through the perspiration that is constantly passing
would secure lower rates of trans
There are other glands that pour out on the skin an oily
portation. Theoretically, this Is true. through these little tubes.
iut whether that result would be substance to keep it soft and pliable, otherwise it would become hard and dry from constant
realized as a matter of practical ex
perience is more than doubtful.
exposure to wiud and sun. When the blood becomes filled with humors and acids these are
I sems to be the case everywhere
ana giauas, burning ana lmiaung me sKin ana arying up me
and Is likely to be for a long time thrown on through the pores
u come,
that government service natural oils so that we have not only Acne, Ivczcma, bait Kueum, etc., but sucU dry scaly
costs more In proportion to the work
performed than private service. It is skin eruptions as Tetter, Psoriasis and kindred troubles.
quite conceivable that the railroads
. These humors find their way into the
1
g
g DRQVE THE HUMOR OUT.
of this country could be made to
pay interest, say from 3 to 4 per blood through a disordered or deranged con- doa.
Somo tw0 -- ,ar8 aK0 1 BUfrred a
Gtlemen.
,
cent, on their fair valuation, in add!
is
of
a
on
aocount
of a humor la the blood ; small rash or
There
dition
the
system.
certain
caused
expenses,
a
t!on to all their
with
general scale of rates somewhat be amount of waste or refuse matter collected pimples broke out over my body and kept gsttlng xrorsm
day by day for over a year. Seeing 8. S. 8. advertised la
ow the present standard.
This is useless in the paper and having also heard It had cured several peoGiven the same efficiency of man in the body every day.
ple In this city, concluded to try It. After using the medagement, the same energy and econ nourishing or keeping the system in health,
icine I was entirely cured, and am very Rlad to recommend
omy of administration,
the same
EDW. VT. LONG.
I0a0 Clay St., Faduoato, Ky.
it.
basis of wages and salaries as ob- and nature intends that it shall find an outtain under private ownership, and a let through the chauncls of bodily waste.
considerably smaller charge than Is
FOUND A CURE FOR POISON OAK.
now paid per unit of service would As long as those members perform their
Gentlemen: After having triad for six yearn to find a
be sufficient for financial solvency,
Bui this assumes a state of things duties properly the blood remains pure and cure for Poison Oak, from which I was a great suferer, I
not likely to exist if the railroads free from infection; but when from any was told by a friend to try 8. S. 8. It entirely cared me
were operated as a government Tunc
and gave me excellont health. Thnre is no remedy for a
tlon. Any expectation to the con- cause they become dull and sluggish, this bad condition of the blood like 8. H. 8., anu you have In
by
knowledge
trary is not warranted
8. 8, 8. a positive cure for Poison Oak.
ot what has generally characterized refuse matter is left to sour and be taken
Danville, Ky.
J. E. WISEMAN.
the various branches of government into the blood in the form of humors aud
set vice.
Public ownership would doubtless poisons.
The skin is a perfect index to the blood; when we see one afflicted with a skin dismean higher wages and shorter hours
know that down
of employment, but this again would ease, or pimples, rashes, eruptions, blotches, etc., constantly appearing,
mean an Increased numoer of serv deep in the blood a humor has taken root, and instead of supplying nourishment and strength
ants, adding materially to the cost
x
if.
of maintenance and operation. Upon to the fine, delicate tissues of the skin, it is pouring out its acid aud unhealthy accumulations.
this point It is often remarked that
The skin is not only affected by the humors generated within the system, but poisons
enormous salaries are paid to railway
presidents and other oll.cials, and from without, such as Poison Oak and Ivy, Nettle Rash, etc., as well as poisons from metals,
that outlays of this sort would be
stopped because no similar scale of acids, etc., enter through the open pores and glands, and so thoroughly do they take root in
compensation would be paid to govfrom year to year to annoy the sufferer.
like the blood that they are ever present, or return
ernment
officials performing
salves, washes, lotions, etc., is along the wrong line.
duties.
with
diseases
of
skin
treatment
The
This argument, however, is rather
FROM A RECENT PHOTOGRAPH OF MME. HER.V HARDT, WHICH
specious and is used mainly by those True such treatment relieves some of the itching and discomfort, and aids in keeping the
IIJAJSTRATES HER GREAT APPEALING DRAMATIC POWER.
who have made no calculation to see skin clean, but it does not reach the real cause of the trouble, aud at best such things are
small a figure It cuts In dollars
they may give everything else they than Ave of six minutes, and never how
only palliative aud soothing.
and cents. Without having made
have, but never that."
answered more than one or two ques the computation, I venture to say that
A thorough cleansing of the blood is the
talking
near
Mme. Bernhardt had shaken her tions; and she had been
all railway salaries above $6,000
out aif year
were discontinued the saving
head so fiercely In her indignation ly half an hour. I hastily threwcoufd
cure for humors in the blood. S. S. S., a
only
would not be appreciable In the price
that several long strands of tawny another question before she
acting, safe blood purifier, made entirely
gentle
cost
of
of
the
railway
hair had torn themselves free and stop to realize.
a
ticket
of
moving 100 pounds of freight.
stood out like a halo round her foreingredients from nature's forests
of
vegetable
(This question Utl tho groat ao
head. As she tucked them in place
again, her eyes feu on the clock tick trow to it'll, for the llrst time, how
S. S. S.
is
the proper treatment.
and
fields,
ne towards the hour when she would sIh creates Iter rolon. Tlie answer
goes down into the circulation aud neutralizes
have to begin preparing for the even- - and more Interesting statements will ROSWELL TO BE WIDE
lug performance. She has never been In- contained in the next article, tvltieli
the acids and humors, thoroughly cleansing
known to grant an Interview of more will conclude the series.)
and purifying the blood, and curing skin diseases
OPEN DURING
and affectious of every kind, It supplies to the
cannot re
I am not able to say.
place
anything
member
about the
blood the fresh, nutritive qualities necessary to sustain the skin and all other parts of the
FISHER SAYS
where I was taken, for I was kept
body, and rids the blood of any and all poisons. S. S. S. cures Eczema, Tetter, Acne, Psoriunder the influence of a drug.
"I do remember, however, that
Special
asis, Salt Rheum, Poison Oak and Ivy, Nettle Rash and all troubles of the skin.
appeared
here
few minutes before I
'
WAS KIDNAPPED
at the American House Sunday night
without
physicians
by
our
furnished
advice
desired
aud
medical
diseases
book
any
on
skin
to
Is
speculation
some
as
There
I awoke from the trance In which
what Is meant by the term "wide charge to all who write.
had been kept, to find myself in
THE SWiFT SPECIFIC COMPANY, ATLANTA, CA,
open,"
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PURELY VEGETABLE
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BROAD

as used In connection with tho
cattlemen's convention and authorizby
ed
the city government, says the
Roswell Uecord.
The Record understands that it means the throwing
open of our homes for entertainment
of the visitors and admitting them to
our entire confidence as men worthy
in every respect of the great industry
The Uecord
which they represent.
Is assured that there Is no occasion
for alarm as to the term "wide open"
being construed as a temporary license for drunkenness, gambling and
debauchery. It would Insult the Intelligence of the Texas cattlemen to
suppose for a moment that any such
proposition would have any attraction
for them.
The association is an or
ganization of business men, the very
bone and sinew of the southwest, and
they are coming to Koswell on busiThey aro
ness as well as pleasure.
ing.
civilized men. not savages, and know
town.
a
civilized
is
Roswell
that
PROPOSALS FOR TWO ADOBE The members of the association are as
BUILDINGS. Department of tho In much Interested in making a good Imterior, Oince of Indian Affairs, Wash pression upon the people of Roswell
Ington, IX C, March 19, 1907 as the model town of the territory
SKA LED PROPOSALS, plainly mark
Is Interested In creating a good Imed on the outside of the envelope, pression upon Its guests.
Many of
"Proposals for Day School Buildings,
Santa Fe, New Mexico, and address
ed to tho Commissioner of Indian Af
farls, Washington, V. C, will be re
eclved at the Indian Office until two
o'clock p. m. of April 18, 1907, for
furnishing and delivering the neces
sary materials and labor required to
construct and complete a day school
building and employes' quarters both
of adobe at the San Ildefonso day
school, .New Mexico, in strict accord
ance with plans, specifications an
instructions to bidders which may be
examined at this ofiice, the olllces o
"The Citizen," Albuquerque, N. M
and the "New Mexican," Santa Fe,
N. M.; the Builders' and Traders' EX
changes at Omaha, Neb., St. Paul
Minn., and Minneapolis, Minn.; North
western Manufacturers' Association
St. I'aul, Minn.; the U. S. Indian
Warehouses at Chicago, 111., St. Louis,
Mo., Omaha, Neb., and New York, N
Y.; and with Clinton J. Crandall
Sunt., Indian School, Santa Fe, N. M
to whom application should be made
for further information. C. F. LAR
11ABKK, Acting Commissioner,

cab seated by a well dressed woman
who was rubbing my head with cam
phor. I made an effort to speak
but she told me to keep quiet until
A few minutes
I was told to run.
after she told me this, the cab ar
rived at the corner of Second and
Beach streets; here the door was
opened and I was told to run for my
life. I ran to the hotel here, where
1
was shortly afterward arrested for
being insane. I was very nervous at
the time of my arrival at the hotel
and this state of nervousness together
with the drugs that had been given
to me were probably the cause of my
queer actions.
Mrs. Fisher was asked if she would
prosecute her husband for attemptln
to injure her. She replied that sh
would not. The husband is held In
the county jail and the case against
him is set for next Thursday morn

DAY

Awake In a Cab Woman Told
Her to Run - Thought

Insane.
demented, and in a
Temporarily
pitiful plight, Mrs. W. A. Fisher, who
suddenly disappeared from Trinidad,
prosecution
pending
was
while
against her husband for attempting
to cut her, returned to the American
House Sunday night, says the Chronicle-News.

Her actions were very queer and
she was taken to the county jail,
charged with lunacy. This morning
her mind was clear and she was dls-mlss,.j by ,ne 8herlff.
Mrs. Fisher was interviewed today
at the American House by a repreto
sentative of the Chronicle-New- s
whom she told tho following story:
"Wednesday morning." said Mrs.
Fisher, "I was walking down Main
street. I do not remember Just where,
when 1 was accosted by an unknown
man. Ho said something to me, but
I did not answer.
I walked a few
feet further when suddenly something hashed in my face that made
me unconscious.
"What became of me, after that.

these men have relatives in Roswell.
Homo of them will come again to lo-

after a
cate with us permanently
The attractions of Roswell
while.
as a home town should be at their
best and certainly they will be.

J. D. Ealcls, President
O. Qioml, Vice President.

There is more Cntarrh in this section
of the country than all other diseases
pat together, and until the last few years
I' or a
was supposed to be incurable.
great many years doctors pronounced tt
prescribed
local rema local disease and
edies, and by constantly falling to cure
Incurpronounced
with local treatment,
able. Science has proven catarrh to
ana
therefore
he a constitutional disease
requires constitutional treatment. Hall's
J.
Catarrh Cure, manufactured by V.only
Co., Toledo, Ohio, is the
Cheney
constitutional cure on the market. Jt
Is taken internally In doses from W
drops to a teanpoonftil. It acts directly
on the blond and mucous surfaces of the
system. They offer one hundred dollars
tor any case it falls to cure. Bend for
Address:
circulars and testimonials.
V. J. C11KNKY & Ct..
Toledo, Ohio.
Hold by all Druggists. 75c
Take Hall's Family Fills for
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Consolidated Liquor Company

NOGALES

Do You Need

Lawn Mowers, Garden Rakes and
Hoes, Rubber Hose, Cotton Hose.
TRY US;
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J. KORBER & CO.
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helps the stomach-aetiobecause the Pabst Perfect
Al'r"
n.ma.l
Eight-Da- y
tt
'"ent
Malting Process Jh.t
1,1
1,Ol'0n',11W,n
has practically digested all ronth ,
r..,u
'"
food substances in the beer. and wearing' the " rnugest
clothe
and then to Jind himself the petted
son and heir of one of the world's
greatest singers thu Is the story of
Pabdt Blue Ribbon Beer t:eo. Nesbit Armstrong,
Melbu's only
is thoroughly aged, rich and child.
quarter
is
It
mellow it agrees with even
about a
of a century
since Melba, as a young miss of
dyspeptic stomachs and U now
16, fell In love with Charles Arman active aid to digestion. strong, the handsome son of Sir
Armstrong.
They were married anil went to live on u sheep
ranch. A year later a son was born.
The hops used gHr
Shortly after that event, the desire to
l
that the young
and sing became so
sby7t
tnTtliVho
to husband and
mother said good-band went to 1'arU to ttudy. In
.call child
no time the world was at her feet,
I
lor
and
demanded a legal separaMelba
JaUfcl
Wf'
the liJfcr of Quality.
tion from her
husband.
The divorce was granted. Armstrong
took his little sou and went out lnl
the wilds near here, where the boy
grew up to manhood, always dream-luCo.,
Ernest Meyers
of his beautiful mother, but with
llii;5 W. Silver Ave., Albui?rque. liner a hope of seeing her or feeling
the leader pressure of her hand.
fbone 123.

uoom:w:i.t. who

fj

.(VvJjtf
having
she
married the baron in
Jil&rl
at i'.iris. She iirwt nut htm in Wash- - f.l
lnton. where lie was secretary of
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Machine Works
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B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203" WEST

At Consistent
Prices

i

NUE

NEXT

COMMERCE.

RAILROAD "AVE-

10

RANK

j

OF

When he would question his father
answered with a laugh ''You
know the
world, my boy," the
. ,
HSV.
luiuri nuuiu tllMUys
One day a letter came addressed to
the father, it was signed "Melba."
It read: "You have enjoyed the com.
panionshlp of my dear boy for 23
X. 1 1 t
1 1 I CJ I c i U
years. Don't you think It is my
turn
now?" And the boy went to his
Heer Hall l'lace of Recreation.
mother, dressed as he was with tall
boots, rough shirt and broad :mi-brerFirst Class Wines Liquors and Cigars
She was staying in one of the
big hotels In San Francisco.
Hut
soon there was a transformation.
The young sheep-herdeasily learnTELEPHONE. 312
ed the manners and habits of the elegant world of his mother.
She took 00tOK000Oo:tOtos'-evsoflOCOS'- s
him automobiling with her, he occupied a. Ixi in the theater when she
sang.
He was courted and petted by
Finest Whiskies
the world because he was Melba'a
non.
And then came the news of his
marriage to Miss lluby Otway, a
Winss, Brandies.Etc.
beautiful English girl.
BARNETT, Prop'r.
in the meantime iiis father roams 1 JOSEPH
as of old the broad sheep ranges of
SAMfLtc And
Oregon.
Ho lives In a rough cabin, 2
food.
and cooks his own,
Two
West
Avenue
Railroad
UOO.MtS
i
CLUB
faithful shepherd do.--- are his only
cum panlons.

'"'"i""l'n't

An-dre- w

1
9
iVrlin, April 10 Miss Maud Roose
a cousin of I'ttsl.l.nt Roosevelt,
lis just Joined J the municipal opera
he kluerfeld
it Fllwrfelil.
uperullhe Herman embassy. She waa Miss
h:m quite an artistic reputation, and Maud
Koiwcvelt lu Vinson, a New
belle.
is coiiMldered to be of great advan-JYur- k
Her jruirriiige wus riot
l ine
to SAimt Ron.evell toward tinlsh-- j a happy one. and in about a rar the
.g btir operatic education.
.leturned lu New York to begin study- Tin president's cousin is the Bar- - ' iii
fur a Brand opera, career. She
von
Schwarzenstein,
al aj had a hue voice.
Mumm
--
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Foundry and

WE FILL

tT

mm i.

NORTH SECOND ST.
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Pabfit Blue Ribbon Beer

.V1
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R. P. HALL, froprl0ior
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings, Pulleys, Grade liars, Babbit Metal; iVi'imns an 3 Iron
Fronts for Buildings.
Ropmlr on Mining mnd Mill Mmohlnery m Bpmclmlty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.

r.'- -
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RIGHT PRICES

BEST OF QUALITIES

Albuquerque

The long
question of water for the
town Ivis at least been settled by th
s.ili- - of the Nogales Water company
stock to a Los Aneeles caDltallst. an
r.eK'itiatluns are now In progress for
cheaper rates and better service in
every way.

..

I

i

.Nogales, Ariz., April 10.

t'i z ,i

GIOMI.

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the Southwost for Job. B.
Schlitz, Wm. Lemp and 8t Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. MeBrsyer's Cedar Brook, Louis Hunter, T.J. Mon.
arch, and other standard brands of whiskies to numerous t mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article as received by us from the best laertes.
Distilleries and Breweries In tke United Stat s. Call and lnsseet emi
Stock and Prices, or writ for Illustrated Catalogue and Pries Utt,
Issued to dealers only.
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Wines, Liquors and Cigars
Wt ktep vtrythlng la stock f outfit tho
most fastidious bar eomploto
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WHOLESALE DrALKR

A LONELY SHEEP SHERDER
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ChM. Mellnl, tocreury
O. Bichecnl, Treswarer.
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BLOOD
Forces Them Out,
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Warm Weather
Causing Itching, Burning Skin Eruptions.

WAGES

PRESIDENT'S COUSIN MAUD GETS FINE
OPERA ENGAGEMENT ABROAD
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torial InRtllutlonH ahould be rfgp.rded fta such, treated
Every man In New
as such, and fostered as urh.
Unxlco houbl have as much interest in the university
and regard It with as much pride as docs any citizen of
Albuquerque.
This desirable condition of affairs Is
growing. Then every one should remember, with reference to all our territorial Institutions, that like a
human being, a school of any kind must crawl before it
can walk.

CITIZEN

THE ALBUQUERQUE

Publlahed Dally and Weekly.

By
W.

The Citizen Publishing Company

BTHICKLKH,
Trodden L

R.

F. IllUM JAN,
Kdllor and llusinpf. Miuhkp'
11,1,1 AM

MACP.MERSON

REFORM

lias nothing t
It l
absolutely unable to reply, th
inornrnjr democratic paper, the Journal, makes no com
ment upon he fact that In payment for Its
ramjMilini, Henlnii In now secretary of the bureau of
The Oltlren Is
he secured the plae .
II In irlart that the Journal Rave It to him. The Citizen
is orry that Marphersun did nit secure the presidency,
us he desired. Had he done so, It would have furnished
mljr more full and complete proof to the public that
Macpherson's campaign of reform was based upon and
lely for personal Rain and to accomplish
conducted
jxTsonaJ ends.
The placing- of a man In the "lllce i
naflretary, who publicly declared himelf opposed to t)i
and n
bureau of Immigration as a piece of nni-nwjte of money, Is the most ridiculous thlni? perpetrated
upon the public In a (rood many years, and the Journal
in that titn has tertalnly sprung some queer ones.
What does Hening know about New Mexico? Only
that a department established to bring people Into tin;
territory Is useless and a waste of public funds unless
lie gets some of them. The Journal announces that the
Iwrcau will conduct an economical and careful campaign. This Is certainly evidenced by the appointment
4M secretary of the bureau a man who does not believe
the burmu Is a good thing for the territory und who
advocates that It be abolished. That In Itself Is u waste
f 11.600 with trimmings. Would n business man place
t the head of his affairs a manager who had publicly
tated that he did not believe the business should be
tolerated by the people? If he did, how much
he have to continue In business? That Is th1?
eact position in which the bureau is placed by the
choice of Hening as secretary. It Is well known, of
course, that It took a considerable amount of
to get the place for him. The members did not want
g
Wnv but his
campaign gave him a hold
wpon them for political favors.
An regards the other members of the bureau, Thi
Citizen has nothing at this time to say.
Th ese olllcers
re principally democrats, and no matter how efficient
thejr may prove. The Citizen can not do otherwise than
deplore the fact that under a
republican regime such a thing could be possible.
It Is bad for the
great party, ami bad for the territory generally.
It
.should suit Mocpherson thoroughly, however, for his
paper Is democratic and his political career anything
but republican. The people would like to know how-iwas all brought about, but the dark secret lies hidden In Macpherson's fertile brain for personal advancement under the guise of reform.
From the Indications,
there It will remain.
The whole deal, from start to
finish, is thoroughly exposed, however. In the selection
or Hening for secretary of the bureau, and the Journal
need not speak. Again The Citizen says It Is glad h?
ecured the Job. It Is equally sorry tha.t Danny Is not
president of the bureau. Just what the people think
The Citizen Is too polite to say.
It Is fioin fear, whether

Whether
ny,
r whether

It

-
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show-woul-

log-rolli-

mud-sllngln-
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UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
The editor of the Lordsburg Liberal. In the last issue of that paper, engages in some adverse criticism
f the University of New Mexico, professedly based on
the catalogue recently Issued. His strictures. If allowed
to p;un without correction, are calculated to Injure th
university with those who do not know the real facts In
the case.
The Liberal claims to have learned from examination of the catalogue that the institution has fallen off
in attendance. In fact. It calls the falling off "deplor
able, and suggests that the traveling auditor and the
bureau of immigration should "Investigate the university und see where the trouble Is." The fact is that
there is no trouble, for 1906-- 7 is closing the most successful soholustic year in the history of the institution.
There Is the largest bona flda faculty, the largest
and the largest number of graduates so far
known since the university began operations. The attendance last year aggregated 90.
This year it ha
reached 141, an Increase of 06 3 per cent
How, then, did the Liberal learn from the catalogue
that there had been such a "deplorable' falling off?"
"That paper says "it figured it out from its (the university's) own publication." Now everyone knows that
figures won't He. but everyone also knows that what
you get from figuring depends less on the figures than
n the ftgurer.
The whole trouble probably lies In th?
fact that Editor Kedzie is not so familiar with college
catalogues as he is with newspapers. His error arose
from taking the alumni list and comparing it with an
entirely different matter.
In other words, he compared the whole with only one of its parts.
Or, to express It exactly, he.took the graduates from all the different departments of the university, In particular years,
4uid compared their total with the graduates
in a
single department this year. No wonder he saw a deplorable falling off. And now a few facts about ih'i
university.
in the summer of 1S9J the institution ilrst opened
its doors with a summer session.
The first regular
school year began in the fall of si2. There were
luachers and 80 students, of whom
were doing worn
below the first year of the high school, and not one wa-In
courses. In lMi'J there was an enrollment of
IBS students, of whom 6 were doing grammar grade
work and 8 were in advanced college courses. In 1UU1.
ther were 10 members of the faculty and 76 studenU.
'JtiiH great decrease In attendance Was due to the fact
Uat the city of Albuquerque maue its high school
iur.so four years in length instead of two, as before.
As the university had no college departments, the two
HChoola becume practically rival institutions.
With the
penlng of school in the full of 1K02, which was the b
Binning of Ur. Tlght's administration,
there were t
members of the faculty and 36 students. In mua lhe.-were 8 members of the faculty ami is students. I:i
104 there were 7U students. In I'm.",, H2, and In lUrt.l.
10. Ho far this year the enrollment has risen to 14 1,
ail Increase of 51. There are 13 instructors, teaching in
fire departments college of science and letters, school
of engineering, school of education, preparatory school
and commercial school.
Last year 76 courses were
offered and 50 actually tauht. No summary has been
made for this year.
The preparatory course is four
years In length, and four years are requir, d in colleg ...
standard that challenges compai ison with the best
owllcges In the country. The students of college grade
have increased from none in i:i02 to
in die present
year. So much for attendance.
A few words seem necessuiy ,iu, reference to the
hiae of the graduating classes.
i he
alumni directory
is the recent catalogue indicates Ui.- total number
graduating each year.
Kach class includes college,
lurraal. music and preparatory graduate.
The largest
class of graduates up to the present
was that "f
1D01, numbering ji, and distributed as folio.
'o.
J"ge, Z; preparatory,
normal, S; commercial. :. On
tlu banie basis the present class numbers 1's, distributed
m
follows: College, 3; normal, 6; preparatory,
16;
commercial, 3. The Liberal editor did not count the
graduates of the normal school who are classed s
college freshmen. Nor did he notice that the senior
class of the preparatory department numbers
,,f
whou ID will graduate this year.
The Citizen is glad that the Liberal brought this
matter up, and for two reasons especially.
First is
that others may have fallen into tin- same error which
this article refutes.
The second Is the Liberal's strictures show that paper', appreciation of the fact that
lite university is a territorial institution, und as such is
amenable to the territory. The tendency In New Mexico iiu been entirely too much in the opposite direction,
and that has been quite unfortunate.
All the terri
t
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There Is a man living in a Doston suburb who
makes himself sick in a variety of ways in order that
he may test the healing powers of the medicines manufactured by the company which employs him.
Instead of belnjf a shaky wreck from constant indulgence In foods takin purposely to provoke disorders,
this vindicator of infants' soothing syrups, headache
cures. Indigestion medicines and cold cures Is hale and
hearty, a stout tiernuin past middle age, of a studious
phlegmatic temperamint.
His office Is one of the best of nil at the headquarters of the company that employs him. There are
oil paintings, soft carpets and Turkish rugs; he has a
library of medical volumes, windows'Illled with flowers
and a profusion of bottles, glasses und crucibles distributed in the apartment.
He has a variety of duties. According to the llos-to- n
Herald he sits in a draught or wanders about coat-les- s
to entice a cold, and then doses himself with cold
cures. He contracts a violent headache in order to try
the elTlcacy of a headache euro which is to b put
on the market.
He acquires the headache by concentrating his mind
so closely upon one subject that at the end of a few
hours the nervous strain produces the pains in the head
he has set out to obtain. Then he takes a dose of the
medicine that is being experimented with and watches
results carefully, noting every effect In a book In order
to make his report upon it.
Often he has to contract aches that aren't headaches. It may be that a new medicine Is to be brought
out for Indigestion or the score of disorders resulting
from dyspepsia.
The manufacturers desire to make a practical test
of the formula for their own satisfaction.
The German
tester goes to a restaurant late in the evening and gives
an order that makes the waiters' eyes bulge.
"t eat a lobster salad, then drink milk, which is
usually prohibited with such a salad," he says cheerily,
In telling about It.
"To make It more certain I have
vinegar mixed with the milk, and follow It all with a
Welsh rarebit. After that the only thing I have to
do Is to wait for the results.
"They are usually not long in coming. Soon I have
violent pains in the chest, a feeling as of a heavy weight
lying upon It, with sharp pains shooting across nobody every second. Of course it is agony while It endures, but I take a dose of the remedy to relieve it.
If It gives me relief, I note all the circumstances
of my sensations to the minutest detail, and If it doesn't
I do tho same.
You have no conception of what a
delightful feeling it is to experience the contrast of
intense pain nnd quick relief. 1 know that feeling
well."
There are from 75 to 100 drugs mentioned in materia medica for disorders of indigestion, and the derma n tester has tried them all. Some of the things he
has to do would make an ordinarily courageous man
look about for tho cyclone cellar.
For an eyewash he has more than once thrown
sand Into his eyes to produce Inflammation in order
to test the wash as to its relief-givin- g
properties.
He
even imagines himself a baby occasionally In order to
try the Infants' medicines. He drugs himself by compounding a sleeping potion of Infants' soothing syrup.
"You may say," he explains, "that because a thing
soothes me It does not necessarily follow that it would
soothe a baby. Nevertheless, my results have Invariably
proved that what was good for mv was good for the
Infant, but of course in milder doses.
"You see, we cannot get a baby to experimnet on
even If we desired one, which we don't. A baby could
not tell its sensations or impressions after it took the
medicine, which Is necepsary to the success of tile ex
periments."
The man who voluntarily submits to "trying it u
the dog" is not at all a dense animal, so robust that
nothing can harm him, and willing from ignorance to
sacrifice himself In this strange way.
He is himself
a chemist, a skillful one.
That makes him nil the more valuable, as he ca:i
record with accuracy the sensations before and after
taking a medicine and the results obtained.
And of
course, he knows quite well the properties of each
remedy lie takes, what its effect should be, how great
a dose Is required and how violent his ailment is.
How came such a man to embrace an occupation
that carries with it so many disagreeable features? He
will tell you himself that before he got his present
berth he was a wreck, a victim of chronic indigestion,
a wasted shadow of the man he had been In early youth.
"I have been in the manufacturing drug business
myself for twenty-seve- n
years," he says.
"Hut tilings
went wrong, my health gave out. my stomach was gone
and soon I had not even employment.
"It was then that I conceived the plan of offering
myself as a subject for experiment to the manufacturers
of proprietary medicines. The first to whom I applied
said that he would he glad to obtain such a man who
had a knowledge of chemistry, and that it was a great
difficulty to tind him.
"I at once offered myself and have been with the
firm ever since
That was some years ago, and you ca-s.e for yourself what excellent heallh I am in now."
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rules here (lots of "ordinaries" elsewhere) odd pieces to please the art
lover and make a room look not like
a warcroom but tho resort of cultured
people. You are free to see and select even If you don't buy for a month
or more.
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Dreaming.
I,inny "Some day I'll wake up
and find myself president nf the bu
reau of Immigration."
Friday "Aw, wake up!"
O
The Chicago Tribune claims for
that town the distinction nf being the
home of the champion of the great
American pie biters. The Tribune
evidently never heard of iJanny.
O
Accommodating.
"Hall, spring!" shouted they.
"Why certainly," answered spring.
I shall also he pleased to rain, snow,
storm, freeze, thaw, and drizzle."
And she did.
Danny Didn't

;t the

we Had
on tHe road

OCT OF TIIF!

: The Cub's Corner :

STKOXfi FKATTJIUS
of our bargains in china, glruw and
porcelain ware are their artistio designing, their fine coloring, where
colors are appropriate, their strength,
their full value for the money we ask
you to spend for them. Hut how are
you going to know of this store's attractions unless you see them? We
request you to see.

Has

arrived

F. H. STRONG
STRONG BLOCK

I

'residency.

REFRIGERATORS

Oh, beat the drum slowly,
And play the fife lowly;

Play the death march as they bear
it along.
Take It out in the sand hills
And roll the sod o'er It
Another fond hope Danny cherished
so long.

a

Tlie

Little Danny .Mac.
Little Danny Mac
Lay on his back,
Paralyzed with pain from "pie."
He stuck in his thumb
And pulled out a plum,
And said with a tear in his eye:
"(Jive this to the office cat,
And give to Hening that;
Hut put the biggest fattest
one
aside.
I'm full of "pap" pie now.

after

Hut

I

while, I 'low,

could take some more If
really try.

1

ffl

Principles.'

should

Call and See Them.

tile Contortionist.

"Vote for reform!"
(Virtue run riot)
He shouted in November.
"Give me the county printing."
(On the quiet)
He whispered In December.
"The immigration bureau
Is all a graft,"
He thundered forth In Jan.
Then some one said "Secretary ?"
Soft he inurmered,
"Here's your man."

McINTOSH HARDWARE CO.
Albuquerque, New Mex.

man of versatility.
Kxtreme adaptability,

A

is

Dan.

0
Friday got his little plum,
He's happy as can be;
Hut
Danny's still morose
glum
What, can the matter be?

and

sixteen hundred's
coming
sure
Watch Albuquerque boom.
Hoon for the rich; succor for poor;
Yet Danny's bathed in gloom.
me

UJid

The whole world's gay and glad.
Hut 'tis most heurtrending to see
Poor Dalmy feel so sad.
I

wonder If It could be true

That the sad state he's in
a case of "nerves," due

Is just

to

The way the people grin.
o
Ain't It the iriilh.'
"What Is hot air anyhow? sanl a
man, who lias time to analyze things
in the absiiact, yesterday, as he stood
in front of a cigar stand on Railroad
avenue.
Search me,' answered a friend, as
he struck a match nnd lighted a cigar.
The thoughtful man studied awhile.
then drew from his pocket a battered looking newspaper.
"I always thought I knew before
but I never really realized what it
was until I saw this."
The paper he held out was a copy
of the Albuquerque morning
paper
advocating the ubollshment of the
bureau of immigration.
"Hot air. my friends, he said, "is
the stuff Danny Macpherson dishes
up to the public when he's out after
something for Danny and don't vou
forget it."
ALMOST

S HAD

O

Adored a crooked Job.
He seldom overlooked a bribe.
Nor any chance to rob.
He always ready stood to trim
A victim, he It said.
Hut this we can aver of him
lie never lied on Ted.

polities he hacked a ling.
No gang was ever worse.
It didn't do one single thing
liito Ihe public purse,
lie
to tainted coin prefer
A wicked
life he led.
Hut this of him we can aver
He never lied on Ted.
In

ft

New Mexico.

Call a Messenger and Send Me Your Work.

KACKLEY

THE TAILOR

t to West Gold Avenue

The Old, The Genuine, The Incomparable

Chickering & Son's Piano
The exquisite tone and high quality or workmanship and finish have
combined to make thcfco famous instruments the universal choir or
those who know.

WHITSON MUSIC CO.
124 South Second

f There

FRANK MoKEE,

Mayor.

Attest:
HAHItY F. l,KK.
City Clerk.
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(SEAL)

First publication April 3, 1907.
o
NOTICE FOH 1'UltMCATION.
Department of the Interior, Land
Otlice at .Santa Fe, N. SI., Starch 2C,
1907.

Notice is hereby given that Antonio
Paile, of Laguna, N. M., has tiled notice of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim,
viz.:
Homestead entry No. 6842.
made February 12. 1902, for the
i NV 4 section 28, township 6 N,
range 5
, and
that said proof will
he made before Sllvestre Mirabel, U.
S. Court Commissioner, at San Rafael,
N. M . on Slay 6, 1907.
He names the following witnesses to
prove his continuous residence upon,
and cultivation of, the land, viz.:
Charles Carr. Lorenzo Romero, Juan
Palle, Jose SI. Cac.i, all of Laguiiu,
N. SI.
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The Albuquerque Gas,
Electric Light & Power Co.
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YOI'K 1MIOTO TAKEN
STAMP PICTURES 2. CENTS
THOUGH YOU MAY BE RICH
PFIt DOZEN AND I I. KODAK FINTill; iri'KKNAL I'ASSlOX.
ISHING A SPECIALTY. 1'HOTO PILOOOOOCKXKXXXXXXXX00CKDCKXCX00
Amanda .lane was a charming girl
LOW COVERS ON JAPANESE SILK.
Jane was a peach,
Recently u rich woman look her life because site AndAmanda
K WORK IS Ol'lt GUARANTEE.
OI
she smiled sway at Percy Cray,
was tired of having nothing to do. She left a pitiful
STARR
STUDIO. i!16 WEST GOLD
As thev rocklng-chaire- d
side hv
AVENUE.
each.
little note behind saing sin- was absolutely of no us- ilt jou he mine?" cries Percy Grey
to anbody'. Mrs. James 1, Henry, wife of New Eng- "W "My
darling rose:"
own
land's lumber king, who is worth some $20,(100.000, is And Mandy linlc
blushes and starts to
busy In her home fr..iu early morning until late at night
speak,
Hut she p; uses to powder her nose.
scrubbing, conking, cleaning, caring for the children,
ind sewing buttons on her husband's trousers.
Til- - mjesis
are gathered inside the
There's a lesson behind the story of tin- rich woman
church
tinbegins to boom.
organ
And
Is,
unnecessary to say much about the rich
suicide; it
ain't Xlandv Jane a
woman who does h.-- housework. One could tind nothDividends in the other fellow's
bride.
ing to do; the other cares for her children and is (luHut don't go much on Ihe groom."
pocket on the rent you are
Percy's pale, hut grits his teeth.
teal mistress of her home.
(laying
smoothly
And
Hows
the
service
Supposing you were rich well you'd tin. plenty to "Wilt
man" but
this
thmi have
A small cash payment ami
lo, you say.
You'd automobile, dine surnptiously have
Amanda Jane
20.00
a month will buy a 5
Has
nose.
tin - feathers und furs, entertain.
powder
her
to
paused
You'd make- the hours
II

a

WILL PAY THE BOY,

I

In witness whereof I have hereunto
set my bund nnd caused to be affixed
the seal of the City of Albuquerque,

five-ye-

l.lTTl.i; DANNY.
lie traveled with a crooked tribe.
AS

ooxooooooooooc

NOTICE OF SPKC1AL ELECTION.
of the City Council or
the City of Albuquerque, N. M.
Notice Is hereby given that an election will be held in tho city of Albuquerque, New Mexico, on Saturday,
May 4, 1907, between the hours of
9 o'clock a. m. and 6 o'clock p. m.,
of said day, at the following voting
places:
First Ward City Hall.
Ward Ollice of Chas.
Second
Chadwlck & Co., on Uold avenue.
Third Ward Ollice of K. H. Dunbar, corner of Third street and Uold
avenue.
Fourth Ward At ofllce of George
It. Craig, Justice of the pu.ee, South
Third street.
At which said election the question
of authorizing the issuance of Thirty
Thousand ($30,000) Dollars of bonds
of the said City of Albuquerque, New
Mexico, to erect and build a city
building, will be submitted to the
qualified voters of said city, who are
the owners of real or personal prop
erty, subject to taxation, within the
said City of Albuquerque, New
By Authority
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HOSOOK, THE ROOSTKll.

Senator Ik pew Is sending out 300,000 copies of his
This, after all, Is rational conduct.
senate speeches.
He has no earthly use for them himself.

imitl-slinRl-

CITIZE.

EVE2TENG

NOW.
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Corner Fourth and Gold Ave.

"li.

BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
$8.50
PER TON
BLOCK
BEST AMERICAN
$4.50
PER TON

ul

WOOD

1

I

fast chough.
Everybody says that.
Hut even one gels tired of
feasting and playing. A person wants to be eiioiis occasionally that means work.
The lumber king's wife solved the problem that the
rich woman suicide was unable to solve. She cares for
her children and does her housework. She laid usido
Iter sealskins, gave her autos to her children and with
a song on her lips took ihe broom and the duster and
My

The Percy Grays had a lovely home.
In I,oncsoiue-Hut one dark night a neighbor's yell
Came echoing, feaisonniy.
"Fire!"
he
shrieked.
"oh. Mrs.
b

--

FOR CASH ONLY

room house, with bath.

AFTER MAY IS

hc-Sea,

Gray'
.lump! Never mind your

CO.,
F.I.DKR. Armijo Rullding.
REALTY

J. K.

John

502 80UTH

lollies!"

Jane
she paused to powder her nose.
Poor Percy Gray, he faded away
With grief for his toasted love;
So they laid "em to rest in one quiet

Beaven

S.

FIR3T STREET.
nr. Williams' Indian I'lh
initineut-.vil- l
cure llniid

Hut the blazing walls tell on 'Mandy

'

BS

COAL

10 per cent.

-

Phone

As

.
tli It littsnr ...
mo iu:uiiiT Ul oru e, ttcls
pouliire,
am
instant re
In t.
S.

got busy.
Tho ilch woman who took her life was sadly mistaken when she said that she was of no use to anybody.
nest.
EXCURSIONS
There is plenty of work for the rich woman in the philWith a marble lid above.
anthropic field to keep her days full and happy. Rut And there, l'ni afraid, will Perce be
delayed
the home Is the place. That's where charity should be,
When the final trumpet blows,
iirst and last. The real queen of the home Is the woman For 'Mandy won't rise to meet angel
eyes
who knows her home from the kitchen to the parlor
Mexico City and return $40.25, April
-- Mil to May
I'n less she can powder her nose.
IHih. Limit July SI..
and nursery.
Wex Jones, in Kxchango,
J. E. I'UKDY. Agent.
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FOR SALE BY 8. VANN ft
FEE'S
CANDIES,

TORE.

PEERLESS
AT

H

boi it

re
ej mull on
I like
vela". 1. 1

ON.

HOME-MAD-

WAL1 ON'8

ORUC

ccap'eiciH

viii:x yor want u

7"
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cat with enjoyment and keep well,
prnvldo yourself with rolN ur bread
the best kind, the kind we bake
fresh every day. If you haven't been
in lino with the wise ones,
order by
phone if you like.

PIONEER BAKERY,
207 South llrst Street.
FFJC'S HOT CHOCOLATE.
TON S 1KLU STORE.

WAL- -

If you want reiclta in MTertUlog.
trv aa Evening CHlteo want ad.

WKNrI4Y,

APRIL

ORlH. II. MUDGE SPEHT ALBUQUERQUE 1U HAVE

SITE

A

ALBUQUKKQUE

1907.

10,

IS

FRATERNAL

A

regl-ment- iil

H. V. Mudge, second vice president
and general manager of the Bock
Island railroad, was In Albuquerque
last night from 7:35 o'clock until
nearly
o'clock.
He was accompanied by Mrs. Mudge.
The well
known railroad man arrived In his
private car, which was attached to
Santa Fe passenger train No. 1.
The Mudges In this car came over
the Bnck Island to Kansas City from
Chicago, and then traveled over the
They are en route to
Santa Fe.
the Urand canyon.
From that point
Mrs. Mudge will go to Colton, Cal., to
visit her father, Isaac Morris, and
Mr. Mudge will return to Chicago.
While in Albuquerque Mr. Mudge left
his car and took a short trump about
town Just for old time's sake, as he
put It.
To a newspaper man he
said:
"I once lived In New Mexico and in
Albuquerque, and both still occupy
I
a warm place In my affections.
am glad to see the city prospering
1
as It soems to bo doing.
own a little house and lot here, so I am still
Identified in a small way at least
with Albuquerque."
The property referred to by Mr.
Mudge is located at 401 Arnold avenue.
"The big railroad strike did not
come." said Mr. Mudge, "and every
one Is glad of the fact.
it would
have been a calamity for all concerned. I don't want to discuss it. however, for there is nothing to be said
now."
J. B. Norton, an expert lumberman
In the United States rorest
service,
yesterday
arrived In Albuquerque
from Santa Fe. lie has been engaged recently in instructing forest
rangers and guards on the Jemex reserve as to the proper method of
scaling lumber.
Thursday he will
leave here for points in Arizona to
continue his work.
,

WIFE DYING

BECOMES

IMOIESM E

BUILDING

PLANS APPROVED BY

ARREST OE

LOS BULLION

Folding
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Go-Ca- rt

Inspection of Local Militia Enroute to Grand Canyon Ac- Definite Steps In That Direccompanied by Wife-Ow- ns
tion Wll be Taken at MeetWill Take Place ToProperty Here.
ing to be Held Tonight.
morrow Evening.

n.

GUVEMBT

CITIZEN.

CEMETERY

THE CITY

An tainpection of the local buttallon
of the aatlonaJ guard of New Mexico
will be held tomorrow night nt Elks'
opera, houw, the, armory of the
by Captain Moseley, Fifth cavalry, D. H. A., now stationed at Fort
Winjrate, N. JJ-- , anil Adjutant (General
nf the national
A. I. Tarklngton,
guard.
The Inspection will Include
the eta of the renlmont, the
band and companies K And O.
Col. John Borrudalle and MuJ. J. K.
Klder will command the local soldiery
nd Capt. H. Huppe and Lieutenant
lloald Will command companies O and
K, respectively.
Other olllcera who
Captain M. O'Don-nel- l,
will amtat are:
quartermaster;
Lieut.
regimental
L. W. tlalles, battnliou adjutant, and
Lieutenant Alvls and WhlttinK. The
at 8 o'clock,
Inspect Ion will
prompt.
Captain Moseley and General Tark-inglo- n
will arrive here toninht from
Lufl Vegas, where they Inspected the
eavalry troop and compuny F, of the
Infantry, at ianta Fe.
The last congress while In session
validated an iswue of 7.60 In bonds
for the erection of three armories to
be located in New Mexico one here,
another at Las Vgas and the third at
The war department Is
Silver City.
willing to begin the work of erecting
the armories Immediately, providing
that Ube sites for the buildings are do
nated by the three cities.
Upon the matter of securing the
land for Albuquerque's armory, the
Commercial club or the Boosters club
should take Immediate hold and push
the matter, as an armory is a neces
sity for Albuquerque, besides adding
to the present directory or public
buildings. It could also be used as a
convention hall for the purpose or
holding future conventions and meet
ings, like the annual meeting of the
Geological Society of America to bo
held here In December.

EVENING

The matter of deciding upon and
selecting a site for a fraternal cemetery in which the various societies
and lodges of the city may bury their
deceased brethren, will be the purpose of a meeting of lodge men to be
held at the Commercial etub tonight.
Kach lodge In the city bas selected
committees to be present at the meeting.

The movement to secure a permanent cemetery was started some time

ago. but only recently did

the

differ-

ent associations get together and decide to meet Jointly.
The committees are as follows:
Odd Fellows N. K. Stevens, H. K.
Rogers and J. J. Votaw.
Fraternal Union of America Miss
Ida Mason. Mrs. M. K. datlln and
Mrs. Mary Thomas.
Woodmen of the World I). K.
Phillips. Joseph Brennan and A. 1.
Ia lie.

Fraternal Order of Kagkvs Nat
Green, Don Bankln
and J. W.
Barnes.
Brotherhood of Locomotive Kngln-eer- s
J. H. Fenner, K. D. Souer and
F. W. Lea.
Triple Link Iiodge. I. O. O. F.
Mrs. Love, Mrs. Bodgers and
Mrs.
Clark.
Ade Chapter, Order of the Eastern
Star Mrs. Alice Chandler. Mrs. Nora
Putnam and Mrs. K. D. Fluke.
Woodmen Circle Mrs. Shoup, Mrs.
Cochran and Mrs. Kline.
Improved Order of Ked Men John
Motseenbacker, W. H. MeC.ee and D.
Denham.
A. O. V. W. George C. Oiegoldt,
T. F. Kings and J. 11. Shutllebarger.
The committee chosen by the Elks
was not referred to the Commercial
club, except the name of H. E. Fox.
II. M. Erhnrdt, assistant freight
and passenger agent for the Santa Fe,
formerly stationed at El Paso, arrived
in Albuquerque this morning.

FARMER GOLDFIELD YET

Chas. G. Gleckler Receives Sliver City Men Implicated-PostofficLetter Verifying Citizen's
Authorities Say
Washington Despatch.
Mine Is a Fraud.
The early erection of .Mbuquerque n
new government building Feenis more
probable with every passing day.
Monday The Evening Citizen published a dispatch from Washington,
which said that the heads of the departments which Wire to have olll-cIn the new building had approved
the architect's plans.
Now comes a
letter certifying the telegram and glv.
Ing additional and more reassuring
Information about the new building.
This letter was received bv Charles
K. tlleckler, the dairyman, and Is as
follows:
Replying to your letter of
Sir:
March 14th, requesting Information
regarding the status of the plans and
specifications for the new federal
building which It Is proposed to erect
at Albuquerque, N. M ., you are advised that the preliminary sketches
for this building have been prepared
and are now In the hands of the cabinet board, and as soon us same have
been approved by them, as required
by law, the working drawings will
be taken up and pushed to completion
at the earliest date possible.
Respectfully,

WEtersareforheadquar-

e

Go-Car- ts

"Csing the mails to defraud," Is
the charge upon which six men were
arrested In Denver yesterday, for pro
moting the company known as the
Los Bullion Spanish Mines company,
a corporation capitalized for
and selling stock. on mining
property seven miles from Silver
City, N. M. Bond of $10,000 was de
manded of each of the Los Bullion
Spanish Mines company operators.
This was the amount the government
otllclals having the case In charge
thought sulllclent to cause the company promoters to appear for trial.
The case Is being handled by the post- ofllce authorities at Denver.
Those
arrested are as follows:
l. S. Blarkman. of Denver, fiscal
agent of the Los Bullion company.
B. Cameron, of Boulder. Colo.,
former vice president.
I! C. Hunt, former president.
W. K. Wilson, of Boulder, director.
Arthur Levcii, of Denver, secretary
and u director.
David H. Lawrence, of Denver, engineer, alleged to have made favorable reports on the Ixis Bullion
property.
I. K. TAYLOR,
Danton S. Plnklns. of Denver.
Supervising Architect.
Lee Dullols and Ceorge S: Dultois,
both of Silver City.
A. B. Kelbles, of Denver, president
of the Securities Investment & MinTELEGRAPHIC MARKETS
ing company.
The two Duliois were arrested In
Pueblo, Cameron and Wilson at BoulThe following quotations were re- der
and the rest in Denver.
ceived by F. J. Graf & Co., brokers,
I.ee Du Bids was superintendent of
over their own private wires from the company and is creuited In the
New York. Room S7, Barnett buildcompany's prospectus with having
ing, Albuquerque, N. M.:
discovered the mine through the aid
of a Yaqul Indian, who knew of the
New Yorlt stocks.
mine from some stories told by the
May cotton
...$il.4;l Indians. Kelbles, it Is charged, had
!IB
Amalgamated Copper
no direct connection with the com13fi
pany, but. is said to have negotiated
American Smelters
3S
American Car Foundry
the sale to the Los Bullion company
i
Atchison com
of the properly In .New Mexico.
63
Anaconda
Blackmail und Levan were arrested
Ohio
100
Baltimore and
some time ago. when the government
1
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
otllclals first started an investigation
175
Canadian Pacific
into the affairs of the Los Bullion
36
Colorado Fuel
company, and are awaiting trial on
Chicago Great Western
13
charges filed at that time.
2 1
Kile com
The government authorities claim
11H
Louisville and Nashville
that the parties arrested have realized
Missouri Pacific
7liVi at least $60,000 from
the sale of
Mexican Central
stock.
National Bead
New Y'ork Centrul
1W
1.14
Northern Paeflic.
38
Ontario and Western
CIVIL SERVICE E X A M I
1 26
Pennsylvania . .
Reading com
110
21
Bock Island com
H3
Southern Pacific
136
St. Paul
21
Southern Railway com
Tennessee Coal
1454
Cnlon Pacific
1404
EOR MAY
V. S. S. com
38

over 40 styles to select
from. Our special offer for this week. No.
steel frame
900
body wood, lined with
best grade leatherette,
wood handle, enameled Brewster green, 8
inch wheels, 8 rubber tires. Price $3.00
go-car-

$10,-000,0-

es

.
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ALBERT FA BUR'S
... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

1ST.
The Old

H. ANDRUS
Reliable Watchmaker and

Jeweler

Bring me your watches, clocks and Jewelry for

Watch Inspector A. T. & S. F. R. R.

repair.
10 West Gold Ave.

1
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A Checking Account
Puts System Into Your Business

.

sfi-T-

t,

WHEN
book.

you pay all bills by check, your business is recorded
Each Item shows for Itself. There Is a
record of all receipts and expenditures In your bank

For every bill you pay. you get a receipt. Tou have posit!
proof that you paid each obligation.
We srlve the same careful attention to both large and small
accounts.
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MURDER

R

Baron Von Palen Marries Told Wife of Killing Harvey Miners Refuse to Severe ConStradllng Because Wife
jObert. But Gave No
nection With Industrial
to.
Him
Wished
Reason For Crime.
Workers of the World.
Itiladclphia, April 10. Kulillling
wish of his late
tho
n Ouslavu von Palm marwife, J
ried her intimate friend. Miss Louise
Frances Stradlng. last Saturday. The
announcement of the marriage was
made Monday.
lia.ro n von 1'alin. though a descendant of an ancient, but poor Vlenese
family, is a substantial American and
tho architect or his own fortune.
Jle is now 53 years old, and Is the
senior of his bride by twenty-thre- e
years.
His paintings can be found
in many famous galleries.
Miss Stradllng, who resided at .Now.
town. Pa,, met the baroness while
They lie
studying music In Boston.
came fust friends and the baron's
him. In
wile frequently requested
ease of her death, to make Miss Slad
ling hus wife.
The marriage was )erformed at this
law olilee of Hugh Roberts, a cousin
of tho bride, at No. 17 North Jupiter
Kev. Jacob Sall.nle, of the
street.
Temple Baptist church, otliclated.
The bumn and his wife are spend
ing their honeymoon with relatives
in Newark, N. J.

West Plains. Mo., April 10. Mrs,
Victor Biley, widow of Victor Biley,
the Douglas county' farmer who committed suicide recently near Syca
more pond, confessed that Biley told
her he was a murderer.
He told his
wife just before he killed himself
that lie had killed Harvey Obrt. the
boy whose body was found two weeks
ago in the pond with a bullet hole in
his head.
Biley was in Billings. Mo., last
Thanksgiving day. and left there
with Harvey Ohcrt. of Springfield,
who had $50. When near Sycamore
pond, where Howell, Ozark and Ioug-la- s
counties Join, Biley shot Obert in
the head with a
rifle. He
carried the body to the pond, tied
stones to his feet and head with a
clothesline, and threw the body into
the pond. Two weeks ago iishermen
found It.
The murder preyed on
Biley's mind. He told his wife and
then shot himself. He left several
letters to relatives.
"Bury me in a pine collin like the
buy founil In the pond," he wrote.
Biley would not tell his wife why
he killed Obert. It is not believed
the motive was robbery.
Sheriff Gentry believes that there
was a third person In the crime. Mrs,
Klley has been arrested.
There Is a
theory that Ohert was killed In a card
game In the hayloft of Kl ley's barn.
Mrs. Biley was released on a 1.01MI
re

and u Well Sclti-Ubond.
Phxvs.
Mr. Illoinlln, tvlloisl, mill Mm
ZioUtkv. Piaiiinl This is the IU
OnlM'slrii ill New Mexico.
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FISCHER'S

Program.
1.
Serenade from opera ("omigus
Orchestra
2.
Variation. 'Carnival of Venice"
Prof. IilMauro
Violin
3. Scloctlon from Traviata, Piano
Four Hand
Kraucca and Clarence Bolhe.
4.
Overture, "Poet and Peasant..
Orchestra
Ti.
Mrs. DeWolf
Solo for Harp
AccompaniViolin Solo, Piano
ment, "Melody from Kuben- stcln"
Minn Bertha l.oebs ami Miss Bertha
Wardwell.
7.
Selection from Martha. Violin
.uid I'iano
Kdith urn) li.iy I.o.Iih.
ft.
Mar- Selection, "I.ucia
La
inix,"
Orchestra
Mr. Kills
Trombone Solo
Ml. Komance "HI Trov.ilnre" Piano
.Miss Bachechl
1). Seloctiou Ir. mii Uig.ilelln I'iano
Miss liadaracco
12. Selection from "Kl Trovatore"
Violin and i'iano
Miss Bertha
Wardwell and Kmil
I'ouliiilnn.
ampa
IS. Overture from
Orchestra
After Concert, Dance.
on
lit
Tickets'
sale
Matson's. begin
ning Monday innrning. mid at I'uNun
ho hall night of the 17th.
.

1EEP WATER

U

V IS

PRACTICAL SWS RI.POKT.
Ml.
GovSpnnglield. Bl , April
ernor Hineen today sent to the legib-Itaureport
of
the commission
the
appointed by him two years ago to Investigate and report upon the possibilities of a deep waterway between
According
the lakes and the gulf.
to the report a channel containing
eighteen feet of water is entirely feasible from Chicago to St. Ijouis.
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Chicken ilriiiKing fountains.
flower pots
Wire screen per yd 13e to ...
Jle
2c
Chicken wire per yd fie to.
High bed wheel barrows
St. no
n4c
Butter paddles
U4e
Mutter spades
M'
Square butter moulds
jr.c
10x18 wooden bowls
Itullcr color
$i.:5
Stoneware churns, IDc to
Stoneware water coolers 6ie
THE MA.E.
Mm. KIEHK, ProprttMor.
in.-17-
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FATE

MAY

HANG Oil AN OLD

BLACKHAT
Odd tvidence In Trial For
Attempt Hold up A Dab
of Paint.
A black liut and a blotch of jaint
are tho principal features in the trial
of John Fisher, which was begun in
the district court this morning.
Fisher is charged with having com.
mined an assault upon Pete Zito, at
the New i'ork saloon, on the night of
February
with intent to rob.
iCito was alone in the saloon when
a man with a linen handkerchief
bound across his face as a mask entered, and with a revolver pointed at
his breast, ordered Zlm to throw up
his hands.
Xito grappled with tin- robber, and
in the scullle he was knocked down,
and when tin; would-b- e
robber dashed out of the rear door, .it.) fired MX
shots at him, which attracted the attention of Ollicer Kennedy. As the
robber, alleged to be Fisher, ran out
of the rear door, he dropped his black
felt hat, which brushed against some
Hew paint in the place.
When arrested nine days later
Fisher's coat, it is alleged, also bore
signs of this satin- paint, a though he
wore a cap.
Zito positively identified Fisher as
the man who assaulted lilrn. and Offi
cer Kennedy aij Fisher resembled
the man for whom In- - was told to
look.
Fisher is being defended by Attorney W. C. Heacock, while the plaintiff's case is being conducted by Attorneys F. W. I'lancj and T. N. Wll- kersun.
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Shannon
S
Santa Fe Copper
162
Calumet and Arizona
..,
53
Dominion
'4
old
til
April 10. The Copper Range
Nev..
lioldtield.
00
trouble between the miners and the North But te
26
employers, which was supposed to be Butte Coal
settled when the miners practically
repudiated the Industrial Workers of
Summary of Conditions.
the World, has come to the surface
New
York, April 10. American
again. At a meeting between the of- stocks In Ixnidon firm.
to
above
ficials of the 1. W. W. and mine own- parity.
W. J. Bryan expounds his governers' committee yesterday, the 1. W.
W. officers said frankly that If the ment ownership plan for railroads in
miners went back to work they had Wall Street Journal.
promised to support any boycot de
Interstate Commerce Commission
clared by the I. W. W.
This Is not will compel K. II. ' Harriman to ansatisfactory to the mine owners, who swer questions refused at inquiry.
No change expected In next Amalsay the men are to be taken back
only when they sever all connection gamated Copper dividend.
Ciovernment crop report today on
with the I. W. W.
At the meeting of the miners last rrajin, jibout noon, w.tifL pi Incipi-f- l
wheat.
night the propositions of the mine oearing on winter In
exchange may
Further decline
owners were discussed at length, and prevent
in
reduction
bank of Kiigland
decided to rate.
the miners practically
stand by the I. W. W. This means
are that refunding of
that the end of the trouble Is not in ferIndications
of treasury in connection with 4's
sight.
of I'.iOT will be accepted in full.
Numerous inquiries in market for
NVriOXAI. C1II.MIST UILKY
live thousand and tell thousand ton
II S TALK AHOl'T CIIKKSKS,
lots of steel rails. United States Steel
New York, April 10. In a letter now has more than eight million tons
of the nf business on its books.
addressed to the members
New York chese trade. Dr. Wiley, ofKansas City Livestock.
ficial chemist of the department of
agriculture replies to certain quesKansas rlty, April 10. Cattle reK.OOII,
Including 4011 southerns.
covering
designations
ceipts
of
the
tions
ct rtaln styles of cheese:
"I have Market steady. Southern steers 13. SO
e 5.25;
no authority to fix names for cheese
southern cows t3.00D4.2r;
made of milk which does not hava stockers and feeders S3.H06H 5.25 bulls
the standard quality of fat.
Milk lliiil'n I.K.; calves t.'I.SO iii 7.00; westw estern
whose fat contents fall below the re- - ern fel steers t t.SO 'iv 5.75 ;
iiUlred amount is regarded as skim fed cows 13.00'q 4.50.
6.00O.
Sheep
.Market
receipts
med milk or adulterated, whether It
is entirely skimmed or not.
limbs
When steady. Muttons S5.4 5 6i 6.20;
range
X.VTa'ii'
7.."i0iii
8.10;
wethers
milk from which the cream lias been
partly removed is used in making It, 7.00; fed ewes !." 00ft 6.00.
of course, does not represent ttie
Chicago I.lvcsiock.
standard cheese recognized as such.
Chicago. Apnl 10. Cattle receipts
As to the suggestion that all cheese
not mi to the standard be branded 16. ono. Market ste idy. Beeves $4. Kill)
as skimmed milk cheese, It would 6. lid; cows St. Nil',; 4. 0; heifers $2.75
to
as cheese containing (if. 1.25; calves $'. 00t 6.75; good
be
to
thirty per cent of milk fut Is not prime steers 5 $."i.'l' I5 4i 6.65; poor
1
4.
.30;
'n
and
stockers
medium
any
more than it
skim milk cheese
1
is a full cream cheese.
think that feeders $2,801 5." a.
Sheep receipts
15.000.
Market
you mistake the meaning
of
the
Western $4.50-i- i 6.30; year- .Skimmed milk is skimmed steady.
terms.
7.50;
8,:i0;
$6.5011
lings
$6.
"Old
lambs
milk, exi-- if all the fat has not been w
estern $6.50 'ii 8.
used.
The moment any portion of
the milk is removed the residue beOinalia Livestock.
comes
milk. In the standi On. ilia. April
i.
Cattle leceipt.---,
ards for cheese you will see that 1 4.000.
steady
to shade
Market
skimmed milk cheese would be the stronger. Western steers $.'!.251i
5.25;
proper designation for the article of
$.'!."
cows
"i(4.40;
and
steers
Texas
which you speak.
You will notice
ip
4.f. ": canners
$2.25
ii
$2.50
heifers
fu.
that the word 'ciciim'
and feeders $3,004 5.25
cream" is not used in the standard 3.25; stockers
4
bulls $2,80 4.2".
13.00 i 7.a
for cheese, since these terms are calves
receipt
Sheep
4.000.
Market
misleading.' 1 think no objection can
stronger
Yearlings
steady
to
be raised to the manufacture
of 6.75; wethers $5.7 U'6.5o; ewes$6.aoiii
$5.00
cheese from skimmed milk, and it ' 6.00; lambs $7.: 5 4) 8.25.
is doubtless better in some climates
than that made from unskimmed
Product Market.
milk, but it should not be repreChicago. April 0. 4 'losing quotasented as cheese without some quali- tions:
fying word. There Is no doubt in my
Wheat May 77 : July
mind that the national law as well
Corn Mav 47 .; July 4Sii'4.
as the state law, intends that the
oats Mav 43'-..- : July 3:04.
customer shall be notified whether
Pork Mav $16 2S; July $ 16.27 '
cheese is made of skimmed milk or
Lard Mav $v v5; July $K.M5'n
not."
K.!i7
Bib- s- M iv v6" Julv $8.85.
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F. Tomei & Brothers

;

New

on

York,

ixju i:i kopi:
1

1

a;ai.

New

.Money .Market.
ApMI 10.
Mone

on
r cent; prime mer-

York.

'n
call easy
cantile paper
64
silver
7.
1

2
"
6 'u 6

t4

per cent:

bar

St. Louis Wool Market.
lower.
St. Iiuis. Apri 10. Wool
Territory and
mediums 231
2ic; tine medium IXfi20c; line 4
17e.

Governor Hagerman
nlzes Territorial Mounted
Police.
a

Suntu Fe. N. M., April 10. Chas.
J. Parsons, secretary of the local civil
service examination board, has been
notified of an examination for acting
assistant surgeon in the public health
and marine hospital service at Doug
las, Ariz., the examinations to be held
on May 15, at the following places
Santa Fe, Boswell, Iis Vegas and Al
buquerque, N. M.; Kl Paso, Texas;
loiiKlas, Nogales, Phoenix, Prescott
and Tucson, Arias. The salary to be
paid is $50 a month and the examina-Howill consist in letter writing, an
atomy and physiology, chemistry and
Furvarious branches of medicine.
ther particulars can be learned from
the secretary of the examining board.
BiiirgiinlAiitloii
of Territorial Mount
tl Police- Fore'.
iovernor Hagerman yesterday filed
his appointments for members of the
company of mounted police of New
Mexico, in the oflice of Territorial
I 'a plain
Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
Fred Fornoff, of Santa Fe county, has
as commanding of
lieen
ticer. John W. Collier, of Santa Fe
county, who has been a private, Is
appointed as lieutenant, und Robert
W. I.ewls, of Socorro county, is re
appointed us sergeant. The privates
are: I,. . A vent, of Lincoln county
Julius Meyers, of Ooadalupe county
It. 1. Putnam, of Orant county; J. B.
i:ukK, of itlo Arriba county; W. E,
Dudley, of Otero county;
Robert
Burch. of IKina Ana county; !. V
Murray, of Valencia county. Oltieers
Rusk and Murray are the onlv two
new members of the force.

Choice Line of New Spring Goods on Hand.

Metal Market.
A fail 10.
Lead dull
46.I0; copper du l
Spelter Market

6

24'-j42-

St. Louis. April
$6.75.

10- .-

pol M

Place Your

Where to Dine Well

Santa Fe Restaurant
Open Day and Night.

Meals at all Hours. First Class Service Private
Dining Rooms in Connection. Fresh Lobsters
and Blue Point Oysters Received Daily. - .

Under Savoy Hotel

E. SUNTAAGG,

C.

Proprietor

-

Convenience - Comfort - Security
.

The telephone makes the
.duties lighter, the cares less
and the worries fewer.
YOC NK1J

j e telephone pr
your health, prolongs your Mm
and protects your borne,

A TELEPHONE

IX VOCK IIOMB

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO,

notici:
Opinion

The public is hereby notilied that I
will mil he responsible for any debts
contracted liy my wire. Mrs. Krnes- (if i antrel.
K1.IB A. CANTBKI.
Oar Load of up to date furniture
lue to arrive this week at Futrelle's.
We do it right. Itornil DRY. Imperial Laundry Co.

this market.

shipments in live coiimm-u-liweeks tells the story of why
they urc so fresh and crisp. Tim
prlci- - helps us to sell them also.
Aro you buying llirew packages
of Soda Cracker for a quarter?
Wo sell I hem ut that price.

Albuquerque Cash
Grocery Company
MOMKR M. WARD. Mgr.

Spe!tr sie,,..

ome things, but neve
the meat sold

Chops, Steaks, Roasts,
r anything else which you buy
us and we deliver to you can befront
set
:ovr as a settled fact that they're
the best to be had. For healthy meat
Hi forrect prices, patronise this market.

The Champion Grocery Co.
6ia-2-

l

MATTETtVI BROS.
TIJerus Ave.
Mum SI.

l00XDO00OO0OO00O0

FLY"

Just in.
l ive

Is Divided

us to the excellence of
i'-

Another Shipment of

Crackers and
Cakes

regard to

In

1

SCREENS

Door Hcreens as strong as an ordinary door nt prices that defy
fustcrn-tiiad- e
screen doors in both streiiKlh and price. Window
screens that are as strong as a door at 7 cents ptrr foot at the

SUPERIOR
WANING MIl7
SCtflft rWTIJ MIVW
nivi
1

1

I

I --"M

1

I"T

T

T

kor.osxoooooosK

J.

'11

York,

r.

Order Karly.

we-ter-

New

w. r.

Albuquerque's Leading Tailors
Re-Org-

--

0.
April
lelnrlch
Conried. the manager of the Metropolitan opera house, sailed for Europe loda.
lie said he was not
going for work, but for rest. "I have
already made my plans for next season, including engagements of celebrated artists und the production of
some new operas, and the revival of
some old ones. I have been at work
upon them for the past few weeks.
Kvi-the casts for the next year are
in t ert.tin important
cases already
1
Miall sail for Europe for
male.
I have workrest and recuperation.
ed hud all during my illness, two.
two
and
and a half hours a day I
In ve been at the telephone, a pracmy
tice which materially Impeded
progress toward absolute recovery. I
now feel well enough to
again,
Probate Clerk Walker issued the ami in fact I would have work
gone down
following marriage licenses yester-da.- to the performance
of
"Tristan
and
Teang Wing Wong, Chinaman, Isolde" had not an attack of stom
aged H, Los Angeles, Cal., to Miss ach trouble Intervened.
Mr. Courted
t'allie Felber Storts, American, aged was amused at the number and com22. Ixjs Angeles: Arthur W. Melnger, plexion of numerous successors
aged 24. and F.bal M. Hely. aged 23. had been In Imagination recently that
apboth of this city.
pointed to his place.
-

15

C. S. S. pfii
(Jreene Con

Albuquerque, New Mexico.
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS $200 000

-

Vfc

D

The Bank of Commerce

C. 13 ALD RI D G E

DEALER IN NATIVE ANO CHICAGO LUMBER
SHERWIN-WILLIAM-

S

PAINT

Covers mqre. looks

the longest, most economical; full measure.

best, wears

BUILDINO
PAPER Always In stock.
Plaster. I.lme, Cement
Paint. Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALU I j KRyl E. NE
HM.

KALI-:-

gray horse, weighing
about 750 pound.--, with stifle in right
hind leg, is held in the city pound
and will be sold under the hammer
at the city building, Saturday morn
ing. April 13, at 10 o'clock.
Hy order of
THUS. McMILLlN.
4"1ty Marshal.
First publication April 10.
Atlea-bitte- n

315

Marble

Ave.

Telephone 206
ten house for rent
iiood rot.I. good well. t ic.
Inquire at store.
Two-roo-

tilt-up-

m

Highland Livery

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

Saddle bor.-i.-a specially. litst
At THK
drivers In the city. Proprietors
f
"Sadie." tho picnic uagor..
COLOMBO HALL 0ANC1N6 SCKOCi
It IMItlFl M IU llllfk.
I'lion..
us joiui i Admission 50c
Ladies Prtt
s

s.

mi-cv-

t

tPfeGE

ALBUQUERQUE

RLX.

DM I

THE GQ- V- ANOTHER

MM

LARGE

1

IS UP

JAPS
IJ.

ENTERING

S.

Lew Fields Klas to Hurry

VIA

VMS

Southern Border.

Four and Five Fold.

gation Works.
INCREASED

BOSTON

EFFICIENCY DECREASED

AMERICAN

THINKS COPPER

SHOULD

County's Development is Impeded Missouri Legislature in Extra Session to Render Racing Im- by Big Increased Cost
mediately Illegal.
of Material.
)pvrlomont

fur

INVADING

A LITTLE

REACT

AUTOS

Government Hopes to Suppress
Stream Pollution by Straw-boarFactories.

In Hie

prePBL time.
WIUj every part of the
country enjoying a remarkable
kwlMiBK boom, the government finds
Itnrir aeriously handicapped by Its Inability to secure reasonable bids for
ronstractliig Its Wg Irtgiitioti works.
The large contractors are all loaded
up with railroad work which will occupy tbelr attention for many months
to eorar, while smaller contractors
have all they can possibly do to take
eare of the local demands of cities
asd towns.
Many of the contracts of the
have been advertised several
ttmes without securing reasonable
bid a. The government Is confronted
with the proposition of doing the workIt
by toree account or of postponing
mntM there Is an Improvement In con-ill- ti
The present time Is most
amaHroptlous for the government to
vrwterUVe doing the work itself.
of labor.
There to ran unusual40 scarcity
to 66 per cent
are from
Wicni
feljrho-- r
than two years ago. while efficiency has been decreased ratherthan improved by the unlimited deto tne re- for laborers, owinggovernment
of much of the
from cities and towns, labor Is
not attracted thereto, and as a rule
gets only the leavings
government
the
class of
mr ihe most undesirable
hUmrers. The steady and skillful
workers are all busy.
The costs of all kinds of material
has increased enormously. Take ce-so
ment, for Instance, which enters
largely In the construction of dams
and for which the
sad beadworks,
Kwrrnment Is asking for hundreds ofd
It has been
barrels.
of
thousands
to accept bids at prices nearly
ago.
kable those paid two years
price only
Even at the present high competing,
a. few manufacturers are
and today the cement required for
Idaho, Montana, Wyoming, and the
IHafcotas Is shipped from Chicago.
Lambcr has nearly doubled in
prtar, and horses and mules now cost
fully twice what they did three years
inter-moun-ta- in

Waterbuiy.

April

.10

-

stock-

Washington.

of copper In the world, authorized
the Increaxe of its capital from
This new
to $05,000,005.
stock will participate In the dividends
of the company payable August 1st.
The company has been expanding Its
business materially throughout
the
last year. Numerous additions have
been made to manufacturing plants.
Including those of the holding company's subsidiaries, ond in most of
the shops men are working in relays.
The company recently acquired a new
rolling mill, and the Kandolph-Clowe- s
company, a competitor, also has Increased Ms manufacturing capacity.
$12,-500.n-

D.

'., April

10.

Jap-

the I'nlted
give the American
Inspecting officials a peck of trouble
during the next year or so. Despite
the passage of the law at the last
practically
session of congress,
amounting to exclusion, subjects of
the mikado continue to land In Mexico with a view of slipping acriws
the southern border when opportunto

ity offers.

Advices recently received here are
that thousands of Japs
are settling In Mexico, but that they
show every Inclination to head for
the ITnlted States. Under the new
law Japanese will be refused admission unless they are armed with passports to the United StaUs issued by
MODEItATK KKACTION IN
the Toklo government.
X)IlKll 1MUCKH DKSIK.MU.E.
case of laborers, according
Boston, April 10. The Statist says: tit Inourthe treaty
arrangements with
There is no need to be frightened at Japan,
passports will be refis-esuch
the speculative decline of the copper metal In London. Then speculaplaces no obJapan.
however.
tion in the metal is on much the
same basis as our speculation
In stacles In the wny of lier subjects
stocks, and the break probably rep- shipping to Mexico. Thousands un-of
resents but little change In the posi- coolies have gone to that country
Still It der contract with the Mexico Coal
tion of the metal market.
An officer of
must be admitted that some reaction and Coke company.
to the
Is likely.
The price of copper is that concern, writing recently
particularly susceptible to changes in commissioner general of Immigration,
general business conditions because urged that measures be taken to efthe consumption
of the metal so fectively close the Mexican borders
largely represented investments, ex- against the Japs. He stated that
imtensions and Improvements. Much of some months ago his company
the product of the Westinghouse, the ported 1.800 Japs to work In Its
Western Klectrlc and Oeneral Elec- mines. Shortly after their arrival In
tric companies is bought by traction Mexico at least thirteen hundred of
and
companies, electric liehtlnit and other the coolies had disappeared
corporations and paid for out of capl- - there was every reason to believe
tal account, thus representing Invest- that they had come across the border
ments. Now, when the last sign of and engaged In work in the northbusiness trouble is shown, these In- western states. The Indications are
vestments, as well as extensions and that If many more like complaints
Improvements, ure largely stopped. come here that the corps of InspecHence the demand
for copper is tors on the Mexican border will be
largely augmented
for the special
checked.
benefit of the Jap laborers.
XTKA KKSSION OF TIIK
American automobile manufaeurers
MIKSOCRI UXilsLATlKE.
Jefferson City, April 10. In ac are about to Invade Europe in un efcordance with the call of Governor fort to find a market there for their
A Hon England.)
(Ily
Folk, the legislature of the state of wares. They Intend to enter Into livetwice as fast of
Miners
die
about
t.
build-trly
motor
competition
with
the
In
sestogether
extra
Missouri came
of France nnd Switzerland. Their consumption as the mass of the peo
yesterday. The specific subjects
sion
Aa an Illustration of the material named In the call are: To enact such campriigni "ttflll be conducted in a ple; while printers., bookbinders,
Increase In the cost of construction legislation as may be necessary to c haracteristically
Yankee fashion. tailors and shoemakers all show the
Hre cited: In provide for the regulation of the rates Plans have already
been perfected
the following examplesaverage
workcost of of public corporations.
the
tour ill effects of dust. Mill-stoan American automobile
for
INI and 190D
provide
To
13
earthwork excavation was about pre- legislative enactments for the enforce- through Europe this summer. The ers rarely live beyond 35 or 40 years
Today
yard.
per
the
cubic
ment of the dramshop laws through proposed tour has aroused Interest
age. Typesetters and casters, as
aati
vailing rates for similar work are out the state. To provide for the re among European manufacturers and ot
ii u tii'ititers
brentlie mlleh lend
from 24 to 30 cents. A large con- moval of derelict officials. To pro dealers In automobiles.
The tour,
tract for grading was let at 13 cents vide for enactment with an emergency covering 3.000 miles, will begin at dust, which accounts for their charper yard, and the contractor executlause for the suppression of race Havre and end at Liverpool. The acteristic pallor und 111 health; they
ed the contract and furnished the re- track gambling.
ftart will be made about the middle die not only from- phthisic, but also
quired bond. When he came to se
of June, and there are ulready more
poisoniugV
lead
from
European frequently
ttle necessary machinery, ani-an- d SI'WI VMSTS Foil Sl'X- than a hundred entries.
labor, he found the work
carries offt hatters
trade periodicals, according to official Consumption
l).
SCHOOL
COXVKXTIOX.
woald cost so much more than his
10. Three information received In Washington, about three times us fast as it does
Birmingham,
April
bid that he threw up his bid and well known specialists in the Sunday
are already sounding serious notes of farmers, while miners of all sorts
forfeited his bond. On
what they are
alarm concerning
been
secured
have
school
for
ranks
the contract was again let at the convention that opens today, and pleased to designate as the "American are prone to lung diseases. Inflammacontractor
per
the
yard,
and
34 cents
It Is not the tory, however, rather than strictly
will be here before the convention Automobile Invasion."
ia said to be losing money at this closes. These
are W. O. Pearce, of tour alone that is causing protest, but tubercular.
Among miners the death
price. ltelnforced concrete in 1905
iR
regarded
as
the presumption rate varies considerably according to
hlcago, the teacher training superin what
averaged 18.50 per cubic yard, while tendent
anmanufacturers,
who
of
American
and superintendent of the
the locality
character of the
tne responsible bids this year are adult department
of the Internation- nounce their Intention of entering in- time; yet on nod
the whole they die
from Sl to $21.
- to competition with continental cars
Proassociation;
Sunday
School
al
twice as rapidly us agriculturalists
The troubles of the contractor In
Leavell. of Oxford, Miss., Is In the foreign field. There is a pres- from disease of the pulmonary sysare one ofL. the
the matter of shipping materials conconstantly increasing demand tem.
ent
and
Held
of
secretaries
the
ahown by the experience of one
Knptist convention. He Is a on the continent for light and inexTaking everything Into consideratractor, who ordered a shipment in southern
Is well known pensive motors, a type of car comsplendid speaker,
the most
.November and loaded It on cars, de- throughout the 1. and
mon to American trade, but one that tion, potters are probably
States.
nlted
Itev.
tailing a man to follow the car and A. L. Phillips. V. D., of Richmond, has up to the present time been little unfortunate of all craftsmen. When
proworking
way
any
dusty
on
the
every
of
expedite early delivery In
Vu., general superintendent of Sunday exploited in Europe.
cesses, they die on the average at :5
punsible. Notwithstanding all these school
Presbythe
for
southern
powerful
big,
work
the construction of
years. The mortality in the fictile
percanLions more than three months terian church, Is also a man of na andIn expensive
cars Frunce has ulways trade exceeds any other. Our china-war--rlpe.d before the materials
were re- tional reputation. Another feature of
supremacy;
the
the
but
maintained
our plnles and tea-cuure
ceived nt their destination only a few this convention Is that the chorus Is increasing and almost universal intermoulded with human lungs as a
hundred miles away.
very
charge
large,
Is
under
Euof
In
and
est In automoblllng, especlaly
Placing the agriprime
The notable Increased cost of con- Professor Alnop,
a native of Wales, rope, where good roads invite al! culturalconstituent.
death rate at 100, that of
struction lias compelled a revision of and
us
a
well
known
musical
director.
pleasures
to
of
Indulge
In
the
classes
potters
exceeds 460. So- - fatal is the
the original estimates on all of the
motoring, has created a demand for occupation that the uneuphonlous
large projects, and If there is not a MAIMUAfJK
lighter and less expensive machines. name "potter's rot" Is given to the
OF MISS CII1T- material improvement In conditions It
TKNIrKN (Mt lltS TODAY. This demand Is practically Ignored cirrhosis which almost
invariably
nay be necessary to postpone further
Y.,
ISrooklyn.
by the Europeans, and especially by fastens upon the potter within a
10.
April
N.
wed
A
construction work on some of these ding
peogreat
manufacturers,
on
and
occurs
today
Interest
French
the
of
years
or
after beginning
projects for an Indefinite period. Any lirooklyn Heights, the ceremony be ple who are anxious to enter Into the
The disease, of course. Is due
farther increase may render some of ing performed this evening. Miss arena of the automobile world to en-J- work.
to Inhaling the finely pulverised clay
the projects so expensive that diffthe delights ot motoring at a and Hint dust, which settles in the
iculty will arise in getting settlers to Anna G. Chittenden, daughter of Mr.
expense,
looking
to
are
the
Mrs.
grand
nominal
Simon
Chittenden
and
and
lung membranes, hardens, and turns
take the lands.
daughter of the original S. C. C'hlt- - United States to supply the demand.
them as It were Into earth.
Unden, of lirooklyn, a notable citizen
They have in Spain a statute which
ago,
u
century
to
is
A recent publication of the United provides
be the bride.
half
emfor nursing mothers
TERRITORIAL CAPITAL
Miss Chittenden is to become
the States geological survey thai should ployed in factories an hour a day to
r,
bride of Charles M. Thuyer, of
have wide circulation ill the states suckle their Infants, with no reducMass., who is one of the where straw board is manufactured is tion of pay. Think of proposing such
prominent attorneys of central a paper entitled, "The Prevention of .1 rule to a
d
American
OFFICIAL MATTERS most
by
Massachusetts.
He is counsel for Stream
Strawboard ma nufacturer!
Pollution
some of the largest corporations and Waste."
military
nnd
Here in America the
wealthiest families in that region, and
The total waste discharged into the the labor problems have not pressed
Santa Fe, N. M.. April 9 The fol is a leading ligure aboutto Worchester. streams in l'.'OU amounted to ia..:i!l. us hard as yet; there Is still abundliterature, 710,000 gallons of liquor, coiilainln ance of raw material at hand: why
towing articles of Incorporation have Miss Chittenden runs
been Died in the olllce of Territor one printed volume being ulready to l!4.T77.3sji pounds of straw and min bother with troublesome protection
her
credit.
Kaynolds:
Secretary
eral matter and 77. 191.660 pounds of
W.
J.
ial
lime. This enormous waste was dls
Principal
The Clayton Hazaar.
1 MHI.K.MF.VS
1.
TKXAS
AS.
charged by llfty-iilu- e
plants of various
place of business at Clayton, Union
ATION
IN
SOt'I
CONVENTION.
sizes, but us most of these mills are
roanty.
Territorial agent, Carl Kk10.
Houston,
April
The
Texas
Kinail
alonir
the resulting
streams
Clayton.
Capital stock, $5,
laud, at
Lumbermen s association will spend pollution is very apparent.
(!, divided into fifty shares of th
In
days
city,
commencing
three
this
par value of $1U0 each. Duration, today, at the annual meeting. The Experiments conducted In the sanitary research labratory and sewage
forty-riv- e
years. Incorporators, Curl arrangements
for entertaining them experiment station of the MassachuKklund, Samuel Klylier and Morris
are on a stupendous scale, far ahead setts lnstltue of technology shows that
Johnson, all of Clayton.
any previous endeavor in that line. ninety-thre- e
per cent of the suspendCanal company. of
The
the
A long discussion of Ice and
Ample tinancial support was placed ed organic solids and ninety-eigper germs
a I Ai
lrincipal place nf busim-Hpossible in It after freezing,
in the bands of the
entertainment
cent of the total suspended matter closes with
teaia, Kddy county.
summary:
this
The banquet will be left determined us turbidity can be reCJeonje Frisk, ut Artesla.
Capita committee.
"Ice formed by the freezing of Imother means of entertaining the moved after a short period of sedimdiK'k. $25,000. divided inlo ;.'..'," niit.
being
visitors
found that will be more entation by filtration of the liquor pure water is likely to be Impure.
$10
of
value
of
the
pai
each
shares
and gratifying.
The through sund, without coagulants.
"if this water contains pathogenic
lbj ct, supplying uuter fur dninrstic satisfactory
Lumbermen's association meeting Is The present methods, that of sedim- bacteria, enough of these will survive
Duration ot the most practical
ami irrigation purpoxex.
character, every entation in largo lields. Is pronounced protracted freezing to be dangerous.
yi u
Incorporators.
tally yearn.
phase of the business being under
"Whether ice Is safely pure or un
unsatisfactory,
expensive and based
Texas;
Canyon,
John
Kakmun. of
on a wrong principle. The sludge re- safely impure can only be told by
Hunt, of Hamilton. Texas; S. I!. Dyer
sulting from the sedimentation tanks tests which for the householder are
KJmund Itoblns, William if. Kobln
t.OI.I' WOMEN MEET
ileiiared Innocuous after being Impracticable of application.
IN NEW YOUR TODAY. is
Johr. H. Kntiel.i. Lewis K. Ayrett, VY.'
"Past immunity from evil conse
It is said to make good soil
New York. April 10. The executive pressed.
ilowmun, K. T. Dunaway, L.
quences, wiule ii cause ror innnKrui- r.
to
a
some
as
vulue
and
ferti
have
(ieorge
Howies,
M.
Robertson, A.
committee of the Women's Metropoli
ness, does not prove that conditions
KriKk, Athelo Dyei and Kali McHrluc, tan fiolf association meets tonight in lizer.
lacking last year may not exist this
city
to divide the Metropolitan
tills
all of Arttxla.
year.
NOTICE lull PIULICATION.
Notary Public Appoiiit-l- .
association Into two sections, and It is
"To permit to mix with food or
pri posed to have matches between
lavld J. Aber, of Tucumcari, Quay
drink the water of melting ice of un- Department
of
Interior,
Land
the
notill,
representative
county, has been appointed aa a
clubs of fifteen or
at riant a Fe, N M.. March 26.
more women on a team. Mrs. S. F. Oiliie
tary public by (lovernor Hagerman.
of Eiiglewod club, will cap- 1107.
CYMMUiixnioiier of lcdH in Missouri
VVf"""
Notice is hereby given that lleorge
tain one district, mid the second sec- Kirochiinii,
for New Mr'to.
of Laguna, N. M., haj i. ,J'
"' iftai.K-- '-- ill i ilrti"- -Acting upon the recommendation of tion will be captained by Miss Elsa tiled
notice of his Intention to make
Jv. Joseph W. Folk, of Missouri, Hurlburt, of Morris county. The first
live-yeM
1
proof In support of hi
(ovi'rnnr Hagerman has appointed match under the new system will be final
viz.:
claim,
Homestead entry No.
Viaiiie A. Thomas, of Kunsas City, as held on the Knollwood country club 6S43. made
12, 1902, for
of deeds in Missouri for t curse, tieur White Plains, on May the N Vi NWSeptember
enimisi!i:r
riW H NV 4 and
14, and the becond match will be at
Mexico.
NW ',i riW hi. section 18. township
Harden City on June 4 It.
New Territorial Treasurer.
7 N. rango 4
V, and that said proof
In capitol dri ll 11 la suiii that
will be mudo before Silvestre Mlra-baOMPiriTHE DRILL KIt
A. Hughes, the new appointed
U. S. Court Commissioner at Sun
NK. Hi' AT LAM;, MICH.
ireaHurer, lias secured the necessary
Mich., April 10. Tonight Rafael, N. M , on May S, 1U07.
bond from a guarantee company and tileLansing,
compojtnilve djill
He names the following witnesses
sec-ill qualify by tiling his approval tions Nos. 1. 3 and 4 ofbetween
first battery, to prove his continuous
rckidence
bund and oath of etllce with Hie
upon,
Michigan
field artillery,
of,
will
cultivation
and
land,
the
take
of the territory.
place. The attendance
of military viz: Charles Curr, Lorenzo Romero,
Y
men will be large and representative, Juan Palle, Jose M Cacj. all of
Cents
To Chicken reuters.
as the sectons wet down for di .il have
N. M.
ii
s . ii ii
M uimid's
Mills are selling (food a reputation, and a lively spirit of
MANl'FJi II OTERO.
,
competition has been aroused.
a&eat at 11.40 per ISO lb.
gov-rmne- ot
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the
rst Is giving the reclamation ser- holders of the American I truss com- anese Immigration
vice m. good deal of concern at the pany, which Is the hirgest consumer States promises to
boom

EUROPE

mr.

10,

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

In Cincinnati, In Ohio, at ten min- went to the river bnnk and sat down.
At S:15 the train reached tllasgow.
utes of 1 yesterdav, a driver of n
truck met a driver of a truck, which Mr. Fields, trying to smile, met Sill
leu to a glass or two or three of beer. and Campbell. "Weil moke up much
The trucks waited patiently. Within of that two hours." said the reassurfifteen minutes an excited man with ing Alton man.
a plaid watscoat. who said he was
"Yes, we will," said Sill.
assistant stage manager for one Ijpw
"Weil surely get In on time if the
Fields, cursed, also dragged, out the train goes fast enough," said Fields,
convivial mule chauffeurs. The two sinking Into n seat.
scenery
trucklo.tds of Mr. Fields'
"Now I know what it is to travel
reached the baggage car nt ten min- with
a circus." said Peter Dailey with
utes after 1. It was then that a a cheery
savageness.
greatest
switch gentleman waived a lantern thing I do the one good"The
bit I've got
up and down, when he should have in the piece
I do In Cincinnati while
circled it In and out or left to right (hey'n Inking the seats down. And
and a carload of "About Town" went now we II .get In too late for the pa- u iiain i.i or some otner piace in rlt(,.
Idon't go on without the pa-- I
the dark. It had to be found.
r,,e
always make my hit on the
How far's the lot from the
So it c.ime thai the special train street.
.irrylng Peter Dailey, lslanche lllng, depot? Up in Terre Haute, In
Louise Dresser, Ceorge Hehan und
"Here's a station Odessa. Excuse
four carloads of stars principally me."
girls left the Ohio town on the Itlg
He hustled to the platform.
Four road for Kansas City un hour
and gentlemen," he said
late. Six hundrid miles In sixteen to "Indies
waiting group, "on account of
hours was the plan about thlrty-elg- the the
delay in the trains we'll be unmiles an hour, allowing nothing
to present our magnificent, stufor scenery and disaster. At 10:lfi able
pendous
pageant with more
o'clock Field's Fast Flying Firma- than thirtystreet
open dens of train wild
ment was in Alton, 111., two hours beasts, but the
free show will
late, and there the Chicago & Alton be given on the usual
grounds before each
took it In hand two baggage cars, and every perform
" Odessa had
two sleepers, one coach and one
left behind. "Won't even give
diner. Without further loss of time been
me time for announcements.
I'm
It would reach Kansas City Union de- '
through.
I'm completely exhausted
pot tit 7 o'clock or thereabouts. after
speech.
a
Wagons and carriages would be waitMr. Campbell had told the simple
ing at the Orund avenue station ready truth.
Alton gained nearly an
to hustle the scenery and trunks to hour of The
time. At G;f6 the train was
the Shubert theater. Two hours are at Holmes
street and stopped for the
required to set the stage; the orches- crossing. Then
a clash in autra must be rehearsed
before the thoritythe firstcame
of the day. It was
audience can come; the players must between the crossing
flagman and the
g"t into costumes and makeup.
The flagman Insisted on
fireman.
"We'll not trv It tonight,"
said signaling the fireman, when It seems
Fields. "I'd rather lost Sunday night to be an established rule In railroadthan to keep an audience waiting an ing that a fireman can't receive a
hour and then have to give them a signal.
"So around to the other
hurried encore performance."
side to the engineer," he told the
flagman.
Sill,
Raymond
William
advance
"Nope can't do It." said the standagent, with Robert Campbell,
city
passenger agent of the Alton, was at ard bearer.
Ctlasgow, Mo., waiting. Walter
"Ilet you will," was the come-bacTwo minutes were lost before the
manager of the Shubert, wns In
Kansas City wailing 760 revolutions dispute was settled by an arbitration
board consisting of William Raymond
a minute.
and Robert Chaiieton Campbell.
"Here's something for you," said Sill
baggage car was cut out at
the popular and genial station agent The
(!rand
where the Shubcrt's
at Glasgow to Mr. Sill. It was a tele- scenery avenue,
artists threw it on waiting
gram from Fields, saying briefly that
A coagulation of the goosethe train was already tw'o hours late, trucks.
due. Mr. Campbell said, to the
that there would be nothing at the neck
at
debate
Holmes street and the Iew
Shubert theater for that night, nnd Fields special,
Cincinnati to Kansas
finally that anybody who would sug- City, was in
the Union depot.
gest a performance In Cincinnati one
"From Cincinnati to Kansas City,
night and one ia Kansas City the Iew,
from the Ohio to the Kaw," said
next night was suffering from cere- Mr. Sill.
jump that was never
A
bral tornado. Mr. Sill had proposed tried before."
it. He wrote this reply to Mr. Fields:
"Don't ever try It again. Will." said
Have company dress and make up Mr. Fields. "It's too much exciteon train. Carriages at station for nil. ment."
Will delay performance less than half
The Shubert's audience didn't have
hour.
to wuit long. The curtain was up nt
Then, counting his cigarettes, he half past 8, only llfteen minutes late.

Contractors Ask Too Much American Brass Company In- Immigration Will be Busy for
Year Stemming Tide Across
creases Its Stock Between
Money for Building Irri-
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Extends to Depositors Bvery Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

SoHHta

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
Solomon Luna. President; W. S. Strickler, V. P. and Cashier; W.,J.
Johnson, Asst. Cashier: Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldridge, Srre-mo- n
Luna, A. M. Blackwell,
Geo. Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.
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Director
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Capital's Victims

-

e,

Wor-ehesto-

hard-heade-

STRICTLY PRIVATE

of life, which cuts Into dividends?
We do not even keep any really adequate records of Industrial life losses
In this country.
As Charles P. Neill
writes in a recent letter: "Information and statistics relative to dangerous trades. Industrial accidents, etc.,
for the United States are quite meager and very often unreliable.
No
is available
Information
for this
country similar to that given by
Thomas Oliver in his book on 'Dangerous Trades' for England and other European countries." Life is one
of the cheapest commodities on the
market why vex ourselves with trying to protect It? Humanity "does
not pay" in dollars and cents.
or "plumblsm" Is a
very serious matter, and Is practically certuin to develop in any worker
subject for u considerable period to
the Influence of lead in any of its
diverse forms.
Miners working in
the softer oxides of lead, as well as
persons employed In
and smelting, the production of dyes,
ot white or red lead, enamled pot-Wand kitchen ware; typefounding
and setting, tilemaklng,
and
are all subject to
plumbism.
In white-lea- d
factories the sickly
appearance of the workmen is everywhere noticeable. The danger is esg
pecially great in
and
the production of white lead. In
smelting, and especially In cleaning
flues, the inhalation
of
oxide and sulphate
of lead fumes
very quickly
Induces poisoning;
while in the production of white and
red leads the absorption of dust
causes a like effect.
Safeguards
might easily be provided but think
of the expense to the capitalists!
"Our Industrial Dance of Death,"
says Dr. Josiah
Strong, "Is like
niassacreing every Inhabitant In three
cities the size of Indianapolis, Kansas
ity and Denver every ten years, and
at the same time maiming or mangl
ing every man, woman and child In
Washington, Oregon, California, Nevada, Utah, New Mexico, Arizona,
Wyoming,
Colorado.
Idaho. Montana and Oklahoma,
and doing it
t very ten
ears. . . . The accidents
suffered by the Industrial army In
the United States In one year would
furnish enough killed and wounded
for twelve Spanish-America- n
wars
for a period of 100 years."

We solicit your banking

business; and with the
assurance on our part

that it will be Kept
STRICTLY

State- National B&ndi
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"OLD RELIABLE.'

"That the almost c haracte rslically
American habit of copious
drinking is attended with risks other
than those pointed out in most textbooks of hygiene.
"That, while the admitted facts of
ice pollution do not furnish a sufficient basis for a popular panic, they
are of enough Importance to warrant
such safeguards against the sale of
dangerously polluted ice fis ure everywhere deemed necessary for the protection of the public against impure
water."
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Carries tba largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staulp Orocerles Id
In tha Southwest.
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L. B. PUTNEY

ice-wat- er
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000oacoa

cool.

i

Reg-inte- r.

RIO

Corner Third and Marquette

known quality as to purity Is less safe
than to use ice for cooling by external
application to vessels" containing the
lood or drink which it Is desired to

for the Bowels
--

J-

i

v

.l iloorlnu, ceiling, wainscotlag. partition and other lumber In hard and
soft woods, shingles, lath, etc.,
always that marked at the lowest isn't
figures. But when It comes to counting
up the cost for two or three years at
u Ftretch, we guarantee that you'll
with us that ours Is the
line
"f lumber in thla vicinity.
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Reeling

First and Marquette

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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SPECIAL AGENTSlROOSEVELT

paab sernes.

Are You on the Lookout

IS

I

Circulation
lAi.

EVENING

Best Food Preserver.

r

Dead Air "Spaces in

the Walls
of heat ami
Rest
cold.
Rubber Strip Around Doors
makes It air tight. Just a few
of the mnny features of the
Baldwin Refrigerator ask us
nhout the others. It's a plea
ure to show them.

FOR THE

GAINING

For Summer Comfort?

PEOPLE

DAILY

IT'S HERE GALORE!

I

' "'

Interstate Commerce

Attacks Have
creased Popularity of
President.

Harrlman

Com-

mission Appoints Four Men
to Give a Square Deal.

We've two and three piece Suits of all suitable and stylish
Summer fabrics. Thin Coats, Thin Trousers, Negligee Shirts,
Thin Underwear, Hosiery and all sorts of Thin Toggery for
Summer Wear. And the best of the story is the fact that our
prices are also thin enough for your satisfaction and comfort.

In-

New York. April 1" That PresiThe interstate commerce
in pursuance of its recent
dent Roosevelt Is stronger than ever
- that most of the public sessions with the voters of the nation after
of the whole commission shall be held his recent controvert wiih K. H.
W, V. Frutrella Furniture Co. In Washington, has appointed four Harrlman: that he Is de sired by a ma
represent the com jority of the states as the republican
Pnone 376 special agents to cities
Cor. Coal and 2nd
Messrs. M. S. candidate in 1908, an I that there Is
mission in other
Decker. L. M. Walter, I'. J. Farrell danger of a democratic triumph if any
Hardly think you can mention an article of Clothing or
and J. H. Marble. The special agents other candidate than Mr. Roosevelt Is
are to hold hearings in such places chosen, Is the consensus of opinion
Toggery
that would add to your Summer comfort that we can
may
appoint,
and
In
canvass
as the commission
a
the Herald has received
will have no definitely assigned ter- of all the states In the country out
not show in a style to please you. Come, see.
ritory. The idea of appointing resi- side of the south.
dent agents In Chicago anil other
were
questions
trusted
asked
These
cities appears to have been aban- correspondents in the different com
doned.
monwealths:
Washington
n
"Has the controversy with Mr.
Martin S. Decker was born in
beway
Y.,
any
county,
Impaired Mr.
N.
and
in
Ulster
Fashioned Apparel
gan his business life as a clerk In the Roosevelt's popularity In your state?"
Fine Clothing and Furnishings.
fMt WASHINGTON OO.
He
county court of Ulster county.
"Does your state favor the
mwm vena
.
was clerk of the county and circuit
of Mr. Roosevelt In 1908?"
courts at Kingston and in other such
"Would Mr. Roosevelt lie able to
ulllces until 1X87. when he went to transfer his strength in your state
NOTICE IS HKRUBY GIVEN
Tho Price of Health.
S209 REWARD.
Washington as docket clerk for the to a candidate he favored?''
that the undersigned, special master
"The price of health In a malarious
your
any
This
commerce
in
evidences
commission.
on
"Are
November
there
court
by
interstate
appointed
the
25 cents;
district is
cost of a
Is offered for the capture of A- property box of Dr.JustKing's Now the
was when the commission was first state of a movement to deliver its 26, 1906, to sell certain
Life Pills,"
Pettlne, the murderer vt
organized under the original act. In vote against Mr. Roosevelt and his hereinafter described. In a cause wntcf tlla siayton, ot No and. Ark. tlmo
dett0 Berardlnelll. Crime was
secappointed
policies?"
was
of
assistant
7243,
Court
he
1X3
District
numbered
Rail
Well
as
.;y.1"
mitted In Albuquerque Mona.y. Few- retary of the commission, and has
of New n,T Lw utl V
More Than 100.000 Employes jPinkertons as
county. Territory
"More popular than ever," are the
He Is replies generally received to the first Mexico, in which M. W. Flournoy tern. 2Bc. Satisfaction eilnrnnteofl at ruarT
office ever since.
this
held
road Men Are Non Plussed well versed in the law of transporta- question.
C. A. and C. QRAIfDI
nnd Clara Tascher were plaintiffs and , all druggists.
Are Effected Firemen
On the second, the general answer Henry J. Farmer and y.ena farmer,
tion and railroad regulation, having
by
Wreckers.
Train
many
at
of is "Yes." In some states where there his wife, were defendant, will sell
done much of the work In
Seek Settlement.
? rf
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
the important cases that have come are "favorite sons," Mr. Roosevelt is public auction to the highest and best
before the commission during the the second choice, but In the middle bidder for cash, at the hour of 10
and CURE
LUriCO
and western slates the reply has been o'clock. In the forenoon on Thursday,
Pa., April 10. With past fifteen years.
Pittsburg.
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND
"peTin- 111., April 10.
at the
every foot of the tracks between
Mason Walker, of Ken- almost unanimously, "Roosevelt and the 25th day of April, 1907,
Luther
MaliGeneral
TRANSFER
city
STABLES.
of
the
ooaamlttee
In
the
postoffice
dal
one else."
front door of tho
WITH
and Altoona watched by tucky, was born March 2, 1H77, and no To
ngers' association that has been nego- Pittsburg
the third question the general of Albuquerque, territory aforesaid, Horses and Mulea Bought and Exarmed guards employed by the Penn- admitted to the bar April 20, 1898. reply
property
tiating with the conductors and trainfollowing
described
canpresident
the
the
has
been
that
cenrailroad to prevent the He worked in the United States
changed.
men ef the western roads for wage sylvania
Lots five S) and six (6), of
passenger sus office two years and a half, and not throw his strength to any other
wrecking of its
fastest
(29), Hunlng'i
increases have prepared to continue trians,
block twenty-nin- e
then for a year was a member of the man.
the gang of wreckers, which
AlIN THE CITT
city
BEST
TOURNOUTS
to
of
its conferences with the committeefire-of succeeded
Highland
the
addition
To the fourth the answers are that
He reIn ditching three trains In board of pension appeals.
the brotherhood of locomotive
yet there Is no movement against buquerque, as the same la known and Second Street, between Railroad and
as
to
1903.
August,
ONSUMPTION
In
shifted
signed
Pittsburg,
place
vicinity
this
rric
of
the
East
awaiting
the
men, who have been
on a plat of sold addition
Copper Avenue.
scene of operations to the lines accept the position of law clerk with the president, but It Isbyprobable that designated
OUGHSaM
60o$l.O
filed in
and
by
outcoaie of the struggle that has en- their
Dleckman.
Otto
made
enemies
his
elTorts
will
be
made
OLDS
Frta Trial.
grossed the attention of the officials west Saturday night and succeeded the interstate commerce commission.
the office of the probate clerk and
Cleveland tlyer, tho His work has been largely In connec- to win various state delegations.
for tthe last six weeks. It is under- in wrecking the
recorder of Iternallllo county.
many
in
Is
Mr.
states
favored
Taft
penrecover
ami
to
prosecutions
on
Cleveland
with
tion
fastest
received
tho
Quickest
Cure for svU
train
Surest and
stood that the firemen have
a Judgment of
choice, while Mr. Fairbanks Said sale Is to satisfy
nrnno.iitlon of certain concessions Pittsburg division, at Hudson, Ohio, alties for violations of the federal aIs second
against
THROAT and LUNO TROUBforeclosure
plaintiffs
of
said
conby
regarded
as
PAINT
DEVOES
others
the
best
READY
..
wenty-thre- e
He received
safety appliance laws.
i
miles west of here.
'
Innli.lni.
n the part of the managers, and it is
LES, or MONEY BACK.
B
Pnterest anrcosts to"hV date of-a- iS
Scores of railroad and pjnkerto.i the degree of master of laws in 1902 servative choice.Kngland states
2J1
believed that the differences will be
of
four
the
New
In
Co
L.
1904
PALMETTO
ROOF
PAINT
1903.
In
D.
Hudson
In
Is
were
C.
rushed Into
said that the detectives
and
speedily adjusted. It
Said sale Is
to the sum of $2,170.80.
university
(now George the six are for Mr. Roosevelt, New made
Stops Leaks, Lasts Five Years.
lumbian
subject to a deed bf trust to
liremeo will receive the same ad- Sunday morning and the local author
MOTT'S PENNYROYAL
being reported against
made him Hampshire
vances tha.t were given the trainmen. ities have been organized Into posses Washington university)
made,
5th,
February
Samuel
Pickard
in
on
Chandler
of
the
account
him
They overcome Weak
By the settlement with the trainwhich are scouring the country for master of diplomacy.
dollars,
and
hundred
1906,
three
for
408 Wait Railroad Avaaoa
tartly niloiniHhtu.lr
cident, and Rhode Island wavering.
men and conductors and .with the some clew to the wreckers, 'ine em
P. J. Farrell, or .Newport, Vt., was In the Atlantic states, Pennsylvania also to a deed of trust to M. W.
aud bftulth " pairm of
company
previously
are
They Mr
ployes of the railroad
englnemen and switchmen
tln."
May 10, 1861, and admitted to Is reported as favoring Senator Knox, Flournoy made March 24th, 1906, for
ltf I
born
Id tflrta at wnmavnlioiBpay
of
rolls
officials
methe
is
while
to
estimated
admit
the
demoralized
that
it
'
of Vermont but if Mr. Roosevelt will run he Is eighteen hundred dollars, and
courts
practice
in
the
all
Vt'lupment of orffftita fMl ft?- outstanding
now
the three classes of employes have that the existing conditions are almost In 1887 as attorney at law and so.
liens
Vnoti remwty for o iMKvwli1
chanlcs
iu
thm. I'annot d
Rewards aggregating licltor In chancery. In April, 1906, the strongest candidate, the repoi t amounting to $2,200.00.
bwn Increased nearly 110,000,000 a unbelievable.
year by the action of the general I10.&00 have been offered by the rail- he was admitted to practice In thrj declares. Maryland Is on the fence.
FRANK H. MOORE,
"V hr wmll. Sold TT
'
Oi l VatKiUrlbtJV.v
Special Master.
majKigera in granting the demands of road company for the apprehension supreme court of the United States. In the middle west and west the
stronger
apparently
president
than
StCHf .
is
o
ANN
FOE
BT
ALH
f the wreckers.
the nen. One hundred thousand emserv
railroad
was
in
Mr.
the
Farrell
ever, the report from Illinois that the
Whooping Cough.
ployes are affected by the Increased
Olhcials
Tho
lloud'x
ice several years, beginning with the president
OulwltU.
get
1
Cough
vote
the
will
state's
wage.
have used Chamberlain's
President Mcltea summoned the Connecticut & Passumpsic Rivers
ballot for Remedy In my family In cases of
a complimentary
DON J.RANKIN & CO.
superintendents of the grand divisions road in 1880. He was station agent, after
being
especially
Speaker
cough, and want to tell you
whooping
Cannon
OK
AIJ.KGKD VIOI.ATlOV
INSURANCE, REAL K8TATa
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ever
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violation
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case
extraordinary measures to safeguard He was subsequently a railway postal
'file rst
Automatic Phone St.
This remedy is safo and sure. For
Cured of KlM'iimatlHin.
of the federal railroad safety appli- the lives of passengers were formu clerk, and in 1888 he was promoted
Room 10. N. T. ArmUo BalMtauj
Mr, Win. Henry of Chattanooga, sale by all druggists.
Having acquired an interest in the
Sunday the officials were so to be chief clerk of railway mall
ance law to be tried in the state of lated.
o
had rheumatism In his left
Texas in on trial in the United States completely outwitted that no state service, with headquarters at Boston. Tenn.
Plumbing
Heating
aon'shave.
and
Standard
Our ROUGI1 PRT work
"The strength seemed to have
cenrt at Kl Paso, having been called ment could be hud from them. Tho In 1889 he resigned this place and arm.
out of the muscles so that o. to be washed over. Imperial Laun- company, Mr. John Strumqumt will In
shortly before noon yesterday. It is railroad officials are positive that the became law partner of Hon. Charles gone
says.
"I
work,"
dry
Co.
was useless for
he
rmm
future have charge of the mechanical
utyled the United States against the wreck of the elghteen-hou- r
Chicago- - A. Prouty, now Interstate commerce applied
Pain Halm and
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m Paso & Southwestern Railway New York train at Mineral Point, commissioner.
department and attend to the instal
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He
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Effective.
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Secretary Mutual Building Asswcsar- company. The complaint was
two weeks ago, was due to the work Portland, Ore., and Newport, Vt... un- and to my relief I found that the pain
A well
Manitoba editor lation of nil plumbing and heating Uon. Office at 217 West
February 28 last.
of the wreckers.
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work entrusted to this company.
At Fort Worth on March ltxh the succession came the wrecking of the ploy of the Interstate commerce comavenue.
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"The officials In general throughout
the country are considering the gen
eral reduction of speed on these
trains. I always have felt that the
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it will be lessened If I can bring it
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Summer Suits at
$12 to $30
Summer Trousers at $2 to $6
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Merry-go-roun-

The new Atchison. T 1" k.i & Santa
Ke depot in Argentine Kan., is built
f brick.
high in
Jt is two kIoi
the middle: the rest of it is one story
sign. It has two large waiting rooms
tejegraph rooms, offices,
a large
waiting room and a place where tic
kHM ure sold to those who do
not
happen to hold passes. Thi- - old depot,
built fifteen years ago. Is still stand
ng just north of the new one.
In accordance with an order of the
railway conimisf-ioof Texas to in
reane its trackage and platform facilities 25 per cent, the Gulf, Colorado
it Santa Ke Is now preparing to spend
$2t0,000 on its yards in Galveston. A
deal lias Just been closed for the pur
chase, of twenty blocks of ground In
the west end.
POUT It A YARD N. M.. MARCH 26
Sealed proposals in triplicate
17.
28,.
approximately
for constructing
feet of cement gutters and side
walks at this post, will bo received
here until 11 a. m. May 1. 1907, and
hen opened. Information furnished
on application. United States reserves
right to accept or reject any or all
proposals or any part thereof. Envelopes containing proposal should be
endorsed "Gutters and Sidewalks'
and addressed to I'upt. S. P. Vestal
Quartermaster.
Doing Business Again.
"When my friends thought 1 was
about to take leave of this world, on
account of Indigestion, nervousness
and general debility," writes A. A
I'hishoim, Treudwell, N. Y., and when
a.( no hope
it looked as if there
left. I was persuaded to try Electric
Hitters, and I rejoice to say that they
r coring me. I am now doing bus!
again as of old, and am still
icaliilng dally."
Best tonic medicine
n earth.
Guaranteed by all drug

ns

gists.

60c,
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BEL. EN IS 31 MILES
OF ALBUQUERQUE,
N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN LINE OF
THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING EAST AND
WEST FROM CHICAGO. KANSAS CITY. GALVESTON
AND POINTS EAST TO SAN FRANCISCO, LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE EASTERN AND NORTHERN
STATES TO EL PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS. 20x140
FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD SO AND

STREETS. WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE, WITH
D GRAND
BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
OLD SHADE TREES; PUBLIC SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING 116,000; CHURCHES; COMMERCIAL CLUB; A
POPULATION OF 1.500 PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE
ESTABLISHMENTS;
BELEN
THE
MERCANTILE
PATENT ROLLER MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS
DAILY; LARGE WINERY; THREE HOTELS.
ETC. BELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR WOOL, FLOUR. WHEAT. WINE,
BEANS AND HAY IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO. ITS
IMPORTANCE AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY iS THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE
ESTIMATED.
S,
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TO BELEN, H. M,

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
M

BECKER,

Pies

WM. M. BERGER,

a0
tcm992
A

Railway Center

IAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
IlKKiHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LIVE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST
AM) WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.
ALL

1

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER OF
THE CITT. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR GRAVEL.
MODERN HOTEL AND A
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASNEWSPAPER.
GOOD,
S.

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS
ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANMONEY
PURCHASE
DEEDS.
TY
NOTE.
ON
REMAIN
MAY
S
CASH.
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SECURITY FOR ONE YEAR.
PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP8 AND PRICES IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
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gone to California, where he has accepted n position with the coast lines
on the Han la Fe.
II. F. Rnhlnnoiw formerly an Irri
gation engineer In the United States
nilliin wrvice, but who hiu recently
icen promoted to he superintendent
r irrigation, spent the
past few-ayIn Albuiiuernue. n guest at the
Alvurailo and left todny
for the
eniex forest reserve via Santa Fe.
Mrs. Lottie Hodnson. age 2d years,
wife of 8. W. Hodgson, the south ser
in! street ttarher. died toilay or tu- icrculosl at the home on east Hall- road avenue. The decensed came to
Albuquerque three months ago from
he east. A husband and two small
hildren mourn the loss of a mother.
Klghteen new members were added
i the Indiana club at the
meeting
eld last night ut the home of Mr.
ml Mrs. A. D. Campbell, of south
hlrd street. The next meeting of
he club will be held on the evening
f April 23 at the residence of Mrs.
II
Kichar, of v'J South Third
(reel.
The students of the Central high
bool will be treated to a lecture to- norrow morning by Dr. Keaton of
hlcago, who coni-- s to the city to
give a series of lectures tinder the
Congregational
usplces
of
the
hurch. "Lux. Dux. Uex," will be the
object of the doctor's lecture to the
high school children tomorrow.
11. I'. Mudge, second vice president
nd general manager of the Chicago,
lock Island and pacific railroad, ac- ompanled by Mrs. Mudge,
passed
lirough Albuquerque last evening In
heir private cur attached to No. 1.
'hey were en route to the Urand
iiiiyon, nfter which Mr. Mudge will
go to Chicago und Mrs. Mudge will
pend a month visiting her father In
allfornla.
Samuel Plckard. of the First Na- ionnl bank, was the speaker at the
'entnil high school
this morning.
lis ' subject was "Ranks and Rank- w hich
ig,
he handled in a very
leasing manner. At the close of his
d dress the students availed thcmsel- ,'es of an opportunity to ask many
luestions, all of which were readily
answered out of the Inexhaustable
fund of Mr. Plckanl's knowledge.
A man by the name of Howman, a
In
bridge curpetiler,
was brought
from the west at 4:3f yesterday aft
on
freight
ernoon
a fast
train, suffar- ng from a sprained back.
liowman
was working on a bridge at Grants
when he injured his back by heavy
ifting.
The Injury became appar- nt immediately after It occurred and
Howman was put on the first train
that came along and sent to the Jocal
Dr.
hospital for medical treatment.
Cuttej, the local surgeon, says that
very
severe one.
he Injury is not a
"The Klk's Tooth" attracted an
other large crowd last night, and the
performance was equally as good If
not better than the performance of
Kspecial notice Is
Tuesday night.
due Mrs. Joseph Rubedoux, who
played the part of the gay Mrs. Astor- velt and sang several special musical
Mrs.
numbers.
Rubedoux has a
very sweet voice and stage appearance that would be very complimen
tary to many professionals featured
as opera stars on the American stage
of today. Her audience accorded her
rousing .receptions both last night
and the night before. She was called
hack on every number she sang, and
then the audience seemed loath to
s
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Partly

I'lrst mill second No. I on
on lime.
No. 7 nml No.
No. s nt 10:45 ! in.
No. 4 Hi 1:20 n. m.

time.

Hell hoys at the Alvarado.
W. Italics whh a passenger for
1..IS Vegas last nlKlit.
Corhan startei two douhle plays In

Wanted

L.

luingo

Iw

the fplo- of life! Change
-

jour heavy winter footwear for a
pair of our snappy Oxfords and keep
In the fnmf rank of Hie proorosion.

Tliolr splendid style will plcaxc your
rye. tliclr icrfect fit will delight your
feet anil tliclr long nmr and clone
price Mill make. I ho elianse easy on
your MM'kethook.

Sunday's game at Pueblo.
.
of Helen.
William I.
registered at the Alvurailo
II. F. Rohlnson. of Phoenix. Ariz.
spent hist night In Albuquerque.
Miss Rciiii Maxwell has gone to
Topeka. Kan., on a. visit to friends.
J. M. t.una. probate clerk of Valencia county. Is In the city on busiRadc-llfTe-

ness.

in
Pedro Hwi'll. of Chilill. X.
the city ami l.s a guest at the Sturgi
hotel.
J. It. Lindsay, of Itoldcn X. M..uM night on a nit:..arrived henbusiness trip.
Hornbeur, of Chrlstma,
Julius
Arlx..
eaine to Alhmtuerque lat
night.
lieputy Sheriff Montoya left this
morning for Kennedy on otliclal busiM .

91.7.1 to
M Kid OxronN
2.50 to
Ycloiir Calf Oxfords
Tail UumkIu t'ulf Oxfords 2.R0 to
litem t oll Oxfords . . . 3.00 to
Canvas Oxfords

....

S.

0

3.50
3.50
4.00
1.50

BRICHAM
Headquarters for Coffee

C. N.
118-12-

;l..10

2nd.

Our Leaders The Celebrated Richelieu Coffees
Package,
I lb. Una,

per

2Sc and SSc
46c.

lb.

I

tins,

b.

SSo.

.Una, SI. to.

3-- lb

Capitol Coffee
lb.

bucket,

with

premium.

Golden Oate coffee
I'Ih- XT'
Una,

Something unique nothing like It In the city.
Bulk coffee, SOo to 40a.

can.

T. T. MATNARD

GEO. W. HICKOX

CO.

HICK0X-A1AYNAR- D

NEW

a

Try

LEADING

MEXICO'S

JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE ARCH FRONT

ST.

BOOTH SECOND

1m

-

ness.
Mrs. liertholil Spit, has gone to Kl
Paso to be tile guest of relatives for
a few weeks.

Attorney K. V. Chaves spent yesterday at Santa Ke and returned to
the city last night.
Regular meeting of the Klks lodge
Installation "f
tonight, at 8 o'clock.
officers and lunch.
Mrs. Nelll It. Field has returned to
the city from a short sojourn at her
cottage on the Rio Pecos.
J. W. Hlble and wife, of Silver City,
N. M., are In the city, having arrived
hero last night from Santa Fe.
J. A. Lyon, of Wlnslow, Ariz., arrived In Albuquerque last night, putting up for the night at the Sturges
hotel.
Dr. I'earce returned home last
night from attending a meeting of the
territorial board of health held at
Santa Fe.
Archie Dixon is in the city on a
Mr. Dixon Is
visit to his family.
pulling the throttle on a largo en
gine on the Kl Paso & Southwestern
J. H. Richardson, the mining man,
has purchased the Midvale property,
on Mountain road, between Kleventh
und Twelfth streets, and is moving
into It.
Conductor Sehaflor, who has chat
of iassenger trains Nos. V and 10, U
laying ofT and Conductor Carpenter,
of the freight shift, is taking his runs
out.
is
C. ij. Aragon, of Las Vegas.
spending a few days In Albuquerque
He he satisJIed.
having trrlved here last night.
is accompanied by Mariano lialsley,
of the same place.
Fred Nichols Is back at his books
at the First National bank ufter having been confined at St. Joseph's hos
pital for three weeks Buffering from
an operation affecting his nose.
A trainload of hogs from Kansas,
being shipped to California, passed
through here last night, and tha
squealing of the porkers attracted
quite a bit of attention at the depot,
M. Royle, of El Paso, who has
been in the city for several days, ne
gotiating with the owners of a. line
ranch near this city, returned home
last night, having tailed In his mis

Plumbers

GO.

HARDWARE

132

W R.R.Ave.

Alaska Refrigerators
Savin
Ice Pads

Line of

White

Refrig-

erators

Ice

Cream
Freezers

is the

most
complete
in the city

Water

Water

Coolers

Filters

Just Arrived
A' new supply of Garden Hose, both in cotton
and rubber. Hose Reels, Lawn Mowers,
Grass Catchers. Our prices the lowest
THE

year trade and guarantee

Palace

RAILROAD

DUuradi, Wa'.ekti, Jewelry. Cat

Gt
A SQUARE

Clocks.
DEAL.

pt'rr-

AVE
-

w

'nitt

Albert Sherer, a brother of A. W
Sherer, night ticket agent at the
Santa Fe depot, started to work this
morning as news agent on passenger
train No. 10, between this city and
Syracuse, Kan.
Mine. Sarah Tyrone Rorer, reput
ed to be the finest cook in the world
and her son, William A. Rurer, both
of New York city, arrived In Albu
querque early till morning, en route
to California.
The Presbyterian lirotherhood held
its regular monthly meeting in the
parlors of the First
Presbyterian
church last evening. A pleasing social program was added to the usual
business routine.
James Hickman, the actor who has
spent considerable time In Albuquer
que for the past several years, camo
In from, the ea--t
Monday night and
is visiting with friends, while en route
to his home In California.
G. M. Smith, auditor of the Harvey
eating houses, who makes his head
quarters ut the Alvarado a part of
the time, and at the Castenado, Las
Vegas, the rest of the time, returned
here last night after making a tour
over the system.
C. CJ. liloomflekl, mechanical tore- man for the Mexican Central railway
at san Louis Potosi, Is in the city
for tile purpose of securing machinists for the Mexican Central. Ho will
spend several days In Albuquerque
before going tarlher eust In his ques
or men.
It. A. Sleyster. the lire insurance
;and real estate agent, has gone to
Denver on business. Hefore return
Ing home, Mr. Sleyster will visit the
Pecos valley and other parts of the
territory in his district. He expects
to be absent from the tity about
three weeks.
A. L. Powell, traveling frleght and
passenger agent of the Santa Fe, P,
P. road, has resigned his position
ii is siaieu mat mere will lie no
successor to Powell.
Powell has

Keep busy until you

the

find

We hare Inst oonncd tin scrcral line of new Sorts
wlihJi we want to call your attention. We liave receive
oi uiono ramous

Star Furniture Co.
C. NIRISKN

fner & Marx Suits

Hart-Sch- af

In Uie net (dialled of grey. Inn mid fancy mixture. Bah.
Uhi money

21 A Wett Cold Avnuo

earth for

$20 to $28

COA L

('inline American

per

block,

ton

SS.ft

Lump
$6.50
Anthracite Xnt
$8.60
Anthracite mixed
$0.00
Anthracite, stove .ami .furnace
sizes
$9.50
Clean (ins (Joke
$6.00

Orrlllos

WOOD.

Green Mill Wood, per load.

IV.

John B. Stetson Hats
The new Stetson Derby $4.00
The new Telescope Soft Hat $4.00

I

.. .$3.25

W. L. Douglas Shoes

H. HAHN & CO.

not neiwsary to prjU.no tlieni.
stands rd of the world.

Both Phonea.

UDIESJTIENTION!

103 N.

knows they

Hanan & Son's Fine Shoes
the Atlantic to the Pud tic to the hc
at eastern price

First

trade. Wn

Monarch and Cluett Shirts
All the novclUcH of
priccM.

able prices, and perfect satisfaction
guaranteed.
Also men's suits made
to order.
Cleaning, pressing and re.
pairing neatly doae.
A. J. MOHKLLI,
o

Fverybody

Sold from

Mr. Joseph Morel!!,
direct from
New York city, has arrived here and
will hereafter be employed In my
Mr. Morelll Is an extailor shop.
pert on LA DIBS' TAILOR MADE
SUITS. Suits of any style and description made to order at reason-

the season, new designs and fabrics,

SilRfilOM

HI.

HKST OPAL MOST VAUiS, 3oo I'Klt
IMK.I..N.
F. W.
002 S. FIRST ST.

STERN

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

in

ma
& FIRST

NORTH

115-11- 7

iuj

EES

STREET

Between Railroad and Copptr Ave. , Tel. 74

tp

g

g
g

U

UGJB

VUf

Xi

Mr

GUM

STOVES, RANGES, ENAMELED
SADDLERY

UlUI&M

UCUM U

KITCHEN WARE, KOSTLAN WASHING MACHINES
HARNESS

AGENTS FOR
Celebrated Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

EN

fS McCormick Mowers and Repairs

Winona Wagons

4

F.RoblnsQri, ofU. S.Indian
Service Mad6 SuperintendentWill Leave Here.
H.

neer

engi
Robinson, irrigation
the United States Indian serv

F.
in

ice in New Mexico, and who- has been
a guest at the Hotel Alvarudo
for

several

days, last evening

received

Acme Steel Mowers, Rakes and

4

o

Harvesting Machinery

41

4)

Not Made by the Trust

O

43

word that he had been promoted to
be superintendent of irrigation at a
considerable advance in salary. He

has not yet been assigned to a dis
trlct but will probably be sent to the
northwest.
Ho left this morning for the Jemez
reserve via Santa Fe. For the past
year Mr. Robinson has been In charge
of Irrigation work nt nearly all of the
Pueblos In New Mexico and recently
completed extensive project for the
Indians at Cochitl and Taos, when he
went to the Jemex reserve today he
carried a large sum of money with
which to pay off employes there.
Piio to coming to New Mexico. Mr.
Itnhlnsnu was a resident of Arizona.
and from 18SS until 1902. he was
adjuant general of that territory. He
Is well known both In New Mexico
and Arizona and wiih the recipient
of many congratulations last evening
is tlte result of his promotion. "While
I
do not know where I will be sent
from here," he said, "If I have to
leave New Mexico It will be with re
gret. I like the southwest more than
any other part of the country."
Boys' oxfords made on the same
lasts and as snappy as shoes for
grown up men. Patent Colt, Velour
Calf and Russia Calf. Black or tan.
Prices range from $1.60 to $2. DO. according to size and quality.. C. May's
shoe store, 314 West Railroad avenue

A

ramp blacksmith

R.R.

AND

0

Lightest Running. Strongest, Wear Longer, Cost
4)
O
- - - Less for Repairs - -

4v
45

O

4?

FULLY WARRANTED

Write

rirui tri
fts,4ot.rig.409.nr.More. nMUVMi

I-

-

i-

-

Price;
'Albuquerque,

4
Ate

it Mexico

prjpPMsjgrw

Home Insurance the Best

im-

refrain from again saying something about Home InEvery time that the proposition presents Itself of the
surance.
tremendous amount of money that la being; sent out of New
Mexico and Arizona for life Insurance to eastern cities, the conviction comes home with increased force that a home company ought to
be patronised and the money remain in the West.
The revelations of the past year of the way the enormous surplus of
the big Eastern companies has been handled and speculated with ought to
emphasize the fact that the people of the West should stop pouring their
money into Eastern channels when It can be placed in home Insurance,
and every dollar of It kept and Invested at home.
It Is gratifying to note that home Insurance Is year by year receiving
more and more Its Just deserts. Statistics show that during the past year
home companies far exceeded foreign companies In the amount of busiWhy cannot this same record be made hereT It can If
ness written.
every Individual who takes out a policy the coming year mill carefully
weigh the proposition of the value It Is to keep his Insurance at home before he puts his name to the application of any Insurance company.
The Occidental Life Insurance Company of New Mexico and Arlsona
Is owned and controlled by the leading business men of the two territories, and offers exceptional opportunities to ambitious and capable men
and women to sell its policies.
CANNOT

month und
Kmployment

WE

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

Aneoltlloa Offlet
Trtattettom
Cutreattto

ROSENFIEID'S,

118 W.

R. R. Ave.

Have you any musical instrument that needs repairs?

h

IJring it or ship it to

Learnard & Lfndemann
I .argent music dealers In the southwest w ho have engaged the services of

H. K Spencer
expert

repairman,

STROHKU

Tuning

Address Home Office,

formerly of the
Chicago, 111.

FACTORY,

ani

Occidental Life Insurance Company

a specialty.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

122 South Second
SO.

W. GOLJJ

AVIi.

Al.lilXflEKQVE, NEW WMEXICO

4)

4)

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.

TICKETS

E. L. WASHBURN COMPANY

0

o4)

3

"

Agency.

We say to you
It is getting the little things
right in clothes that makes
good.
themStein-BlocClothes.
Suits $18, $20, $22.50. $25,
$28, $30
Good strong durable suits for
men $10.00 to $16.50

Wholesale Distributors

H.

mediately.
165 per
hoard. Southwestern

Stetson's Fine Shoes $j.oo to $6.00

119 West Gold

LATEST ARRIVALS

Household Goods

BOOS T

WANTKD

M

When You Want to Buy,
Sell, Rent or Exchange

sion.

Our

Ellin

io?.

GINEER GETS

Tinners

Diamond

la,

John Deere Plows and Implements

RATION

THE WAGNER

wfdm:siiav. aimiii.

f.

3H

o
0

